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Dr.’s notes
unnecessary
for excuses

Director
asking for
film extras

By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor

By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

Some professors on campus
require that students provide doctors’ notes to excuse
their absences due to illness.
However, Dr. Jim Davis, director and physician at the Health
and Wellness Center said he
believes writing doctors’ notes
is an “empty practice.”
“We trust the student that
they are sick, and the professor trusts us to tell them the
student is sick, so really, they
should just trust the student,”
Davis said.
The issue is that one-fourth
of USU’s population changes
every year, and this includes
USU faculty and staff, Davis
said. When professors tell their
students they need to bring a
doctor’s note to validate their
absence, they do not realize
this is not a legitimate request,
he said.
“It’s a university-wide policy
that we are not required to
provide any doctor’s notes,”
said administrative nurse Judy
Baldwin.
The Health and Wellness
Center does sometimes write
notes for those professors who
are not “in tune” with the policy, Davis said. The professors
assume that requiring their
students bring a note after
being ill is necessary.
In 1997, the doctor’s note
policy was revised to state
that no doctor’s excuse may
be issued after the class was
already missed, he said. After
speaking with the Dean’s
Council a few years ago, Davis
said they also agreed writing
physician’s notes is not a wise
practice
“We have no way of knowing whether students were ill
last Saturday because they were
actually at the mall or skiing,”
Davis said. “No doctor in the
world can look into a crystal
ball and know whether a student was sick in the past.”
However, Baldwin said they

- See POLICY, page 4

Sue Rowe Studios is
looking for extras for their
upcoming short film, “White
Wings,” set to be filmed this
weekend.
Friday, Dec. 10, Sue Rowe
Studios will be at the Ellen
Eccles Theatre, at 43 S. Main
St. in Logan. They will be
holding an open casting
call at 6 p.m. Those who are
interested have been asked to
arrive by 5:30 p.m., and e-mail
whitewingsextracasting@
yahoo.com before the casting
call to confirm their arrival.
The “White Wings” production crew is looking for
people 16 and older to be
the extras, dressed according to the 1920s time period.
Suggestions from producer
and screenwriter Sue Rowe
concerning guys’ apparel is
AN EXPO BEING HELD BY the USU Health and Wellness Center focuses on “Drunken, Drugged, Drowsy and Distracted Driving.” to wear a “dressy, pinstriped
Capt. Steve Milne, from the USU police, said distracted driving is a big issue right now with 400 of 582 accidents occurring because of dissuit,” or to look like you’re
traction. BRANDEN FONDA photo illustration
going to a period play.
The studio is only taking
the first 100 people that email.
Rowe hopes the volunteers
can remain in the theatre
until 9 p.m., but, if they need
to leave early, she will permit
it.
Rowe said a perk for attending
the casting is a free photo
about them going home for the holidays. We definitely want
for all involved, while dressed
By ROB JEPSON
them back for the new school year,” he said.
in their costumes. Volunteers
staff writer
Capt. Steve Milne of the University Police said, “Distracted
driving is a big issue right now, particularly with the electronic are also expected to have their
The USU Health and Wellness Center is displaying an
makeup and costume completdevices that are in cars now and the cell phones and stuff.”
expo this week on the danger of driving. The expo, part of
ed on their own before arrivLt. Rodney Peterson of the Logan City Police Deptartment
Distracted, Drunk, Drugged, & Drowsy Driving Awareness
said, “Taking your eyes off the road while driving is just a dead- ing to Ellen Eccles Theatre.
Week, presents information about victims of drunk driving
The volunteers will also
ly thing to do.”
accidents, Utah laws on drunk driving and how to avoid potenhave
the opportunity to
Peterson said there were 582 accidents on Logan’s main
tial car accidents.
meet “White Wings” direcstreet in the past year. He said 400 of those were caused by
Ryan Barfuss, the prevention specialist for the center, said
tor Richard Hatch, who plays
inattentive driving. “That doesn’t mean they were necessarily
the center tries to do an event each month to raise awareness of
Apollo in the television show
texting,” he said. “But it means that they, for whatever reason,
health-related issues. He said each December they do an event
“Battlestar Galactica,” and
took their eyes off the road ahead of them and focused their
centered on driving issues.
Cindy Pickett from “Ferris
attention on the radio, looking for a CD, looking for a lighter,
“We mainly wanted to give out information one more time
Bueller’s Day Off.”
their smokes, whatever and ran into the car ahead of them.”
before students leave to go home. And the message we have
Rowe said the film has an
He said Logan is ranked fourth in Utah for number of accithere on the display board of, you know, just being aware as
engaging
plot with a purpose
dents.
they’re driving – to not be sleepy, to pull over, to definitely not
“Main Street in Logan has earned a reputation as one of the to raise awareness of domestic
be drinking and driving or on drugs, including medication and most likely places in the state for an accident per vehicle miles. abuse. She said those who
prescription drugs,” he said.
Failure to maintain proper lookout is the primary cause of acci- are interested can donate for
This year, Barfuss decided to add “Distracted” to the list of
the cause by locating “White
dents on Logan’s Main Street,” he said.
dangerous driving circumstances.
“We put in distracted driving this year because of texting
- See RECKLESS, page 4
- See PLOT, page 3
and cell phones and stuff like that, just to be very conscience

As distracted driving incidents
are increasing, so are accidents

Speaker explains the benefits of e-learning
By Arianna Rees
staff writer

In order to meet the challenges of education today, e-learning must play an important
role in educational policy, said Ingeborg Bo,
a distance education advocate from Norway
who spoke to Instructional Technology and
Learning Sciences students Thursday at their
weekly Brown Bag presentation.
Bo, who is a senior fellow for the European
Distance and E-Learning Network, spoke on
the need for better quality in instructional
technology and told of the increasing benefits for education through social media.
Educational technology, she said, can make
a difference in places such as the most rural
parts of Norway, where people want an education but sometimes cannot access it.
Through the Internet, she said, education
can help students on an individual level, and

Inside This Issue

the results of e-learning can be the same or
better than those of a normal education.
To the Instructional Technology students,
she said, “Let us be proud of what we are
doing. Let us have confidence in what we are
doing.”
Bo’s presentation is one of many hosted
by the Instructional Technology Student
Association every Thursday from 12-1 p.m. as
part of their Brown Bag Presentation series.
“We call them Brown Bags because they
occur during the lunch hour, and students
are encouraged to bring their lunches to eat
while presenters give their talks,” said Whitney
Olsen, the doctoral vice president for the
Institutional Technology Student Association.
Any interested student can attend.
The lunch series has been happening since
the ‘90s, said ITLS professor Nick Eastmond,

- See SERIES, page 4

AUDIENCE MEMBERS LISTEN TO an instructor explain the positive aspects of education
through social media. Distance education advocate Ingebord Bo spoke as a part of the weekly Brown Bag
presentation held by instructional technology and learning sciences students. BRECK BYINGTON photo
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah Statesman
is to correct any error made as soon
as possible. If you find something
you would like clarified or find
unfair, please contact the editor at
797-1762 or TSC 105.

New Neb. law based on ‘fetal pain’ theory

OMAHA, Neb. (AP) – Abortion
us.”
away the viability standard in favor of a said those working to outlaw abortion
rights foes emboldened by a new
Nebraska’s law, which took effect
pain standard, which could be further
will be able to “do more in states where
Nebraska law that restricts late-term
Oct. 15, outlaws abortion after 20 weeks lowered should it be proven fetuses can
we haven’t been able to do much in the
procedures based on the disputed
of pregnancy based on the disputed
feel pain earlier than 20 weeks.
past.” She declined to name the states
notion that fetuses can feel pain after 20 claim that fetuses can feel pain after
While some doctors contend that
being targeted.
weeks are pushing for similar legislation that point. It is a departure from the
fetuses can feel pain after 20 weeks, the
In Kentucky, Montgomery said,
in other states, particularly those where standard of viability, established by the American Congress of Obstetricians
Republican gains in the state House
Republicans won big in November.
1973 landmark ruling in Roe v. Wade,
and Gynecologists says it knows of no
offer hope for passage of a fetal pain
National Right to Life held a strategy which allows states to limit abortions in legitimate evidence showing a fetus can law. She said several lawmakers have
conference this week in Arlington, Va.,
cases where there’s a viable chance the
ever experience pain. It says a fetus’
shown interest in introducing a bill,
to offer its state affiliates guidance for
fetus could survive outside of the womb, brain begins its final stage of develwhich would have to pass through comMitchell trial starts the 2011 legislative session. Indiana,
generally considered to be between 22
opment between the 20th and 40th
mittee before getting a floor vote.
Iowa
and
Kentucky
lawmakers
have
and
24
weeks.
weeks
of
pregnancy,
and
that
certain
“Once it gets to the floor, we know
closing arguments already started drafting bills similar
Dr. LeRoy Carhart, one of the
hormones that develop in the final triit’s going to pass,” she said.
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) – The
to Nebraska’s law, and abortion opponation’s few late-term abortion providmester also must be present for it to feel
House Minority Whip David Floyd,
trial of a street preacher charged
nents are pushing lawmakers in Kansas, ers who runs a clinic near Omaha, and
pain. It’s not known exactly when those R-Bardstown, said at least two lawmakwith kidnapping Elizabeth Smart
Maryland and Oklahoma to do the
his backer, the New York City-based
hormones form.
ers are preparing a bill and agreed that
has entered its final stage, with
same.
Center for Reproductive Rights, have
Nevertheless, the passage of
it has a better shot – although not a deffederal prosecutors making their
“What Nebraska did was fantastic,”
threatened to challenge the Nebraska
Nebraska’s law and the Republican
inite one – at becoming law. He said he
closing arguments Thursday before said Margie Montgomery, the execulaw in court. Dionne Scott, a spokesParty’s newfound power have emboldhas no doubts it will pass in the Senate,
a jury gets the case.
tive director of Kentucky Right to Life.
woman for the center, said it would file
ened those who want to outlaw aborwhich historically has been favorable
The trial has lasted five weeks, “That makes us more excited about it.
a challenge “when the circumstances
tion.
toward abortion restrictions, but getand its not known how long jurors Now we can point to it – it’s already a
are appropriate.” But losing such a chalMary Spaulding Balch, the legislating a floor vote in the House remains a
might take to decide whether Brian law in Nebraska. That’s really good for
lenge would risk having the court throw tive director for National Right to Life,
challenge.
David Mitchell is guilty of kidnapping and raping Smart in 2002,
when she was 14. If he is convicted,
Mitchell could spend the rest of his
life in prison.
Mitchell’s attorneys don’t
CANCUN, Mexico (AP) – Delegates from almost 200 The Associated Press she was optimistic.
dispute the facts of the crime but
nations worked Thursday to clear away a host of dis“There are political difficulties but that’s part of the
contend Mitchell, 57, is mentally
putes and take small steps forward in easing the impacts process,” she said.
ill and can’t be held responsible.
of climate change, at a conference whose limited goals
As for a comprehensive deal, the European Union
Jurors could find him not guilty by drew an accusation of “ecocide” from Bolivia’s president. joined with small island states and Costa Rica in proposreason of insanity.
Once again this year, as they near an end, the annual ing that parties commit to taking up a “legally bindnegotiations under the U.N. climate treaty will not proinstrument” at next year’s climate conference in
Facebook creator to duce an overarching, legally binding deal to slash emis- ing
Durban, South Africa.
As some 15,000 delegates, environmentalists,
give away his wealth sions of global warming gases. From the start, the talks
focused
instead
on
secondary
areas,
including
setting
up
business
leaders, journalists and others met at this
NEW YORK (AP) – Another
a
“green
fund”
to
help
poorer
countries
cope
with
global
Caribbean
resort, carbon dioxide and other global
17 of America’s richest people,
warming.
warming
gases,
byproducts of industry, vehicles and
including Facebook CEO Mark
But
in
that
and
in
a
half-dozen
other
areas,
as
they
agriculture,
continued
to accumulate in the atmosphere,
Zuckerberg, junk bond pioneer
approached
Friday’s
final
gavel,
world
environment
barely
abated
by
modest
emission reductions underMichael Milken and AOL co-foundministers
and
other
delegates
still
haggled
over
the
taken
thus
far.
er Steve Case, have promised to give
wording of texts. Environmentalists accused the U.S. of
Scientists say temperatures could rise by up to 6.4
away most of their wealth.
holding
the
green
fund
hostage
until
it
is
satisfied
on
degrees
Celsius (11.5 degrees Fahrenheit) in this cenAt 26, Zuckerberg has put
other
items.
tury
without
deeper cuts, leading to serious damage to
himself on the map not only as
Christiana
Figueres,
U.N.
climate
chief,
nonetheless
coastlines,
human
health, agriculture and economies in
one of the world’s youngest bilstruck
a
hopeful
note.
general.
lionaires, but also as a prominent
“I see a willingness of parties to move positions. I see
Bolivia’s President Evo Morales, addressing the full
newcomer to the world of philanactive
and
open
exchange
in
the
ministerial
consultaconference,
cited families already being deprived of
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVISTS from 350.org,
thropy. Earlier this year, he pledged
tions,”
she
said.
“But
more
needs
to
be
done.
I
call
on
all
water
because
of warming and drought, and islanders
left, demonstrate the United Nations Climate Change
$100 million over five years to the
sides to redouble their efforts.”
facing the loss of homes from seas rising from global
Conference in Cancun, Mexico, Thursday. AP photo
Newark, N.J. school system.
Brazil’s
environment
minister,
Izabella
Teixeira,
told
warming.
Now, he’s in the company of

Nat’lBriefs

Climate talks intensify; Bolivian cites ‘ecocide’

media titans Carl Icahn, 74, Barry
Diller, 68, and others who have
joined Giving Pledge, an effort led
by Microsoft founder Bill Gates and
investor Warren Buffett to commit
the country’s wealthiest people to
step up their charitable donations.

Wyoming says yes to
Teton land sale to feds
CHEYENNE, Wyo. (AP) – The
state land board on Thursday
approved selling 2 square miles
of property within Grand Teton
National Park to the federal government for $107 million in a deal that
would be completed in four phases
over three years.
The proposal next goes to the
Wyoming Legislature for approval,
although Gov. Dave Freudenthal
doubted lawmakers would vote
against the plan and undo months
– and in a sense, years – of negotiations with the Interior Department.
“Negotiating is always slow, but
I’m glad that we got it done,” the
governor said. “This is a reasonable
deal.”
The state Board of Land
Commissioners, made up of the top
five statewide elected officials, voted
4-0 for the plan.

Protesters attack Prince
Charles, Camilla Thursday

LONDON (AP) – Prince Charles in
his tuxedo looks anxiously ahead as a
protester’s fist pounds on his car. His
wife Camilla’s mouth gapes in shock
above her emerald dress.
These are the dramatic images
captured by an Associated Press photographer as student protesters vented
their anger on the most elite, and supposedly well-protected, of targets – a
car containing the heir to the British
throne and his consort, the Duchess of
Cornwall.
The couple were heading to a theater for a charity variety performance
Thursday when their Rolls Royce
crossed paths with a volatile gang of
demonstrators who attacked the vehicle
with fists, boots and bottles – and
chanted “Off with their heads!”
Young, excited and angry, the proBRITAIN’S PRINCE CHARLES and Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall, react as their car
testers
had broken off from a large stuis attacked in London, Thursday. An Associated Press photographer saw demonstrators
dent rally and were running through
kick the car in Regent Street, in the heart of London’s shopping district. AP photo

London’s West End, bent on spreading
mayhem among the throngs of preChristmas shoppers.
They broke a Starbucks window,
overturned a couple of postcard stands
– but seemed as surprised as the royals
were when they came face to face.
Adnan Nazir, a 23-year-old podiatrist who was following the protesters,
was among the first to recognize the
royal couple in their customized Rolls
Royce with its extra-large windows.
“I said, ‘It’s Camilla!’ I wasn’t trying
to alert them. I was just surprised to
see her,” he said. “A few people turned
around and started hitting the windows. People started kicking the car.”
The attackers, up to 20 of them, surrounded the limousine and pounded
it with fists and bottles, smashing a
window, and splashed the gleaming
car with paint amid chants of “Off with
their heads” and “Tory scum.”

Israel rebuked over refusal to halt settlements

RAMALLAH, West Bank (AP) – The European Union, the
United Nations and the Arab League have rebuked Israel after its
refusal to halt settlement construction forced Washington to drop
efforts to relaunch Mideast peace talks.
Top 10 Reasons Saudi Youth Love
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas on Thursday stuck
Me, Dave Letterman – Dec. 8, 2010
to his position that he won’t negotiate without a freeze of Jewish
settlement building in the West Bank and east Jerusalem – lands
10. I too was a Saudi youth.
captured by Israel and sought by the Palestinians for their state.
9. We’re on right after the number
one children’s show “Saudi Doody.” He spoke after meeting in Cairo with Egyptian President Hosni
8. I’m hip to their jive.
Mubarak and intelligence chief Omar Suleiman.
7. Come on, who doesn’t love a
“Without halt of settlements, there will be no talks,” Abbas
sneezing monkey?
said.
6. I’ve been told I smell like grilled
With the path to direct talks effectively blocked, it is not clear
lamb.
what the Obama administration will do next.
5. They love seeing dumb
Israeli and Palestinian envoys were summoned to Washington
Americans featured in my hilarious for separate meetings with U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Rodham
“Jaywalking” segment.
Clinton. She saw Israeli envoy Yitzhak Molcho on Thursday, to
4. Come on, who doesn’t love
be followed by talks with Palestinian negotiator Saeb Erekat on
watching Trump at a football game? Friday. Molcho also met Obama envoy George Mitchell for three
3. My memorable performance in
hours, State Department spokesman P.J. Crowley said.
“Lawrence of Arabia” as Tariq the
Clinton is to address the situation in a speech later Friday. U.S.
date farmer.
officials
have refused to offer a detailed preview, but have said
2. My chain of local Saudi home
they
expect
she will express disappointment with the failure of
decor stores: Bedouin Bath and
the administration’s efforts to date. But, they said they expect her
Beyond.
1. The jokes are a lot funnier if you to stress that the administration has not given up and will continue to aggressively pursue a peace deal.
don’t speak English.

LateNiteHumor

BOATS OF PALESTINIAN HAMAS supporters sail with green Islamic Hamas flags as they take
part in a rally on the Mediterranean sea marking the upcoming 23rd anniversary since the group’s foundation, off the shore of Gaza City, Thursday. AP photo
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New routine for textbook buyers
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Students can print out a list of required textbooks at the newly setup kiosks Engineers receive
in the USU Bookstore in an effort to help them find their needed books.
gold at competition
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor

USU engineering students
received a gold medal at the international Genetically Engineered
The USU Bookstore recently completed a reorgaMachine (iGEM) competition on
nization of all textbooks to alphabetical order, said
the MIT campus, the second year in
marketing manager Celestyn Hollingshead. She said
a row the team was awarded a gold
the bookstore made the change so students can find
medal.
their books easily, and the new layout allows space
Utah State University engineering
for more books on the shelves.
students received a gold medal for
The USU Bookstore is also in the process of settheir development of a new medium
ting up four kiosks where students can plug in their
for synthetic biological advanceA-number and see the list of books their professors’
ment at the annual international
have asked for. This list can be printed so the student
Genetically Engineered Machine
can take it with them while they are looking for
(iGEM) competition on the MIT
their books, said David Parkinson, director of The
campus in Cambridge, Mass.
Bookstore.
The team competed against more
“No one keeps in their head ‘oh I’m in accounting
than 1,300 students representing
THE USU BOOKSTORE CREATED a new program to make buying textbooks more convenient.
1010, section 4,’” he said. “Before, we had the right
Sudents will be able to use this program starting spring semester. Statesman photo illustration
136 teams internationally from some
books and they were in the right place, but there was
of the most prestigious institutions
some confusion, a lot of returns and headaches for
an estimate of how much their books will collectively in the world including Harvard,
the students.”
“Finding books will be a learning process at first,”
MIT, Cambridge, Berkeley and
cost before they are ordered.
The list of a students’ books can be printed out
she said. “The ones who have been here for a while
Stanford.
Mortensen said when he presented this idea
in any location and can be found on the bookmight be a little confused, but we are trying to have
The USU iGEM 2010 team earned
to ASUSU with Parkinson, there was nothing but
store’s website by clicking “Textbooks” and then
clear instruction and people will be there to help any positive response. In order for the USU Bookstore
a gold medal in this year’s competi“Automatically List Courses.”
confusion.”
tion, making it two years in a row
to have any information on what books are needed,
“This way they’ve already got
Parkinson said these changes are
that it was awarded a gold medal.
they must work directly with registrar because they
their list of books in their hand
“When there were effective for three reasons: internal
The iGEM competition seeks to
make sure professors’ requests for certain books are
when they get here (the USU
efficiency in the USU Bookstore’s
issues with not
turned in on time. Professors had to have their book improve manufacturing capabilities,
Bookstore) and they’re ready to Rock
operation, it’s easier to shelve books,
or develop potential enhancement
enough books, it’s consolidate space and students will requests turned in for the spring 2011 semester by
‘n’ Roll,” Parkinson said.
of drug-delivery systems through
September 2010.
When books were organized by just an issue of the eventually find their textbook search
advances in synthetic biological
“For faculty, the biggest pain is lead time,”
the classes’ departments, sometimes information not
to be easier once they understand
engineering. Student teams work on
Mortensen said. “If they are teaching a class, they
the same book would be in multiple being fed to us, so the system.
their projects over the summer and
may realize a book they are using isn’t working, but
places throughout the store. At
“Humans hate change,”
compete each fall at the MIT camthey still have to make a decision about the book
they open a new
times, a book would appear to be
Parkinson said. “Even when their
pus. Teams give an oral and visual
early
in
the
semester.”
section.”
sold out, but in reality there were
reaction is ‘wow, that’s cool.’ We
Computer programs are being developed to make presentation of their work to a panel
more in another section of the store,
weren’t just going for different, we
the process faster, he said, because higher education of judges, who rank them according
Parkinson said.
to project usefulness, experimental
Celestyn Hollingstead, were going for better.”
re-authorization requires the textbooks profes“When there were issues with
In the future, at the end of a
design and part characterization.
sors
need
for
their
classes
to
be
submitted
well
in
USU Bookstore market- semester, an e-mail will be sent to all
not enough books, it’s just an issue
All parts characterized by teams
advance.
of the information not being fed
ing manager students who purchased books givare submitted to the Registry of
Though the bookstore has and will undergo
to us, so they open a new section,”
ing them an estimate of how much
Standard Biological Parts, where
many changes to perfect the textbook buying proHollingshead said. “There are 50
money USU textbook buy-backs will cess, Parkinson said he is satisfied with the recent
they can be accessed by the public.
more students and the bookstore doesn’t know about give them for each book. The USU Bookstore origifunctionality improvements that were made.
it so we don’t have those books.”
nally hoped this would be implemented during this
“Out of all the changes, I think the organizaShe said another issue was that some classes had
semester’s buy-backs, Parkinson said.
tion of the store will impact students the most,”
few students, so there weren’t many books ordered.
“The purpose of (the) registrar’s relationship with Parkinson said. “Now the employees don’t have to
This left a lot of space open that could not be filled
the bookstore is so there is full disclosure of all book shelve in three different places.”
with anything else. Because the books were orgacosts, and that was affective this year,” said John
nized by class, it would have created confusion to
Mortensen, USU’s registrar.
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu
combine multiple classes’ books.
Students will also be e-mailed in the future with
Utah State volleyball player
Liz McArthur was named to the
American Volleyball Coaches
Association (AVCA) West Region
first-team it was announced
Tuesday, Dec. 7. With her selection, McArthur is now eligible
for All-American consideration,
which will be announced on
December 15.
McArthur was one of five players from the Western Athletic
Conference to earn first-team
AVCA West Region honors and the
only player from the state of Utah
named to the first-team.
Along with being named to the
AVCA West Region first-team in
2010, McArthur was also named
the Most Valuable Player of the
WAC Tournament, a first-team
all-WAC honoree, and received
Academic All-District VIII thirdteam honors from the College
Sports Information Directors of
America (CoSIDA).
Utah State has now had five
players earn AVCA all-region
honors in the last eight years as
Erin Cartwright-Davis(2003),
Zuzana Cernianska(2005) and
Amanda Nielson(2007) all earned
first-team honors, while Erin
Graybillearned honorable mention
all-region honors (2005).
Cartwright-Davis, Cernianska
and Nielson all went on to earn
honorable mention All-American
honors. The only other Aggie to be
STUDENTS PERFORMED A SHAKESPEAREAN comedy, “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” on Thursday night, in the Morgan Theater. Fairies and humans
honored by the AVCA was Marie
come together under the midsummer moon in an enchanted forest. The play features Felix Mendelssohn’s music. ALLISON OSTLER photo
Motil, who earned second-team
Northwest Region honors following the 1993 season.
McArthur, who earned secondteam all-WAC honors a year ago,
will enter her senior season rank-continued from page 1
ing sixth all-time in school history
Wings Domestic Abuse Awareness” on Facebook.
actress at the same time.
third love,” said Mayberry, who described Sam
with 1,025 kills and fifth all-time
The film also has a Facebook account that can be
“In the play, she’s an angel with white wings and as a character who follows his acting passion out
in total attacks with 2,990.
located by typing “White Wings the Movie” in the
has a recurring dream about it,” Rowe said. “She
west, even though it doesn’t make much logical
website’s search box.
has to make a decision to stay with her family in
sense. “He doesn’t want to force Eliza’s hand, but
According to Rowe, the plot revolves around a
an abusive life, or live her life in freedom.”
her wants her to accept him as a major role in his
woman, Eliza McFarland, and her fight to achieve
Eliza’s decision, as initially manipulated by her
life. At one point in the film, he has to leave her
her dreams in being an actress.
husband, is a conflict that intrigued James’ porbehind, and it’s a difficult moment.”
“It’s about the conflict of taking care of a family trayer, Brian Ibsen.
Of course, the plot twists at the end. But Rowe,
The annual art ceramic sale,
with being an artist,” said Rowe, who completes
“There’s a lot of fun to playing the bad guy,”
Ibsen and Mayberry all encourage students to take
held in the Fine Arts Visual room
the filmmaking hat trick by playing Eliza.
said Ibsen, who was recruited from and auditioned part in what they described as a unique experi123 in the Fine Arts Center, will go
Rowe also said a substantial part of the plot
in Los Angeles for the part. “It’s juicy to play the
ence.
involves the conflict of her character’s husband,
bad guy. But then again, the trap of playing such is
“How many times are you going to see the space through Saturday until 8 p.m.
All work is handmade by stuJames McFarland, who does not want Eliza to be
to make him all bad, so he seems as a monster. It’s
shuttle?” Ibsen said, comparing the opportunity to
dents and is food and dishwasher
an actress, who had a lead in the current play she
more interesting to me to play a human being who take part in a live production of a movie to being
safe. Prices begin at $8. Cash or
was involved in.
has flaws who does what he thinks is best for him
able to see NASA’s go-to vessel up-close. “Not all
check only. Proceeds support USU
“Eventually Eliza ends up on the edge of a cliff,
and his family, when in reality it destroys his famget to see how a film is made. It’s not something
with her husband after her,” Rowe said.
ily until he comes out other side.”
you get to see everyday. This gives (the students) a Ceramics Guild and local artists/
students.
Rowe said Eliza is also conflicted because she
Ty Mayberry, who was also found in Los
chance to witness something they’ve never been a
actually loves her longtime best friend, Sam
Angeles to play Sam, enjoys the role that he gets to part of.”
-Compiled from staff
Whitfield, and also feels the importance of her
portray.
duty as a wife and mother, while wanting to be an
“I feel right at home in this character. It’s my
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.usu.edu
and media reports

McArthur eligible
for All-American

A Midsummer night during Logan’s winter

Plot: Actor compares being an extra to seeing a space shuttle

Ceramic proceeds
support students
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Policy: Health and Wellness Center receives a few requests per week
-continued from page 1
can sign an informal document stating the student was in the Health and Wellness Center, but
it does not address their illness.
“We do sometimes make professors and
instructors aware of future problems, like if
someone is diagnosed with mononucleosis or
they have to miss a fencing class or club sport
from injury,” Davis said.
If writing doctor’s notes were practiced,
Davis said he and his staff would do nothing
more than write excuse after excuse for students
during the flu season. Currently, the Health and
Wellness Center receives a few requests per week
for doctor’s notes.
In addition to physical ailments, students
seek excuse from absences in the Disability
Resource Center. Many of these students have an
anxiety or stress disorder. First, these students
seeking extra help must take a lengthy test to
validate their proclaimed struggle in a class,
said Michelle Lerwill, the office assistant for
Counseling and Psychological Service. These
tests can last up to four hours, she said.
If the test confirms a mental limitation, the
student is referred to the Disability Resource
Center (DRC) whose staff are trained to accommodate their additional needs by providing
alternate routes to complete class work, said

Chris Lord, the DRC’s learning disabilities specialist.
Students may try to get out of attending class
because they believe they have an anxiety disorder, but they cannot be excused because of this
unless they have taken the test from CAPS and
receive a documentation of the disorder from
the DRC.
“A student can have legitimate test anxiety
issues, but that does not qualify them for our
services,” Lord said. “A lot of times anxiety
comes from not being prepared. Academic
Resource Center can help them with those study
skills.”
She said she is sure students come into the
DRC with illegitimate requests for notes to be
excused from class, Lord said, but if the DRC
staff is unsure whether their concerns are valid,
the student is referred to a workshop or training
to help them with their problem.
Davis said if a student does get a note validating their absence from class, the professor is not
required to accept it.
On campus, there are limited slots for students to receive mental or physical health attention, and Davis said these slots need to be filled
by those who truly need care.
SOME PROFESSORS ARE ASKING for doctors’ notes that excuse students absences, but admin-

– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu. istrative nurse Judy Baldwin said notes are not required. CARL R. WILSON photo illustration

Reckless: Most accidents minor
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-continued from page 1
Peterson said because of the high rate of distraction-related
accidents, he will be putting officers on Main Street specifically
to identify drivers who are distracted. The move is part of what
he calls the “STOP the Main Distraction” campaign. The campaign includes issuing more citations, monitoring Main Street
more closely, and giving presentations on the danger of driving
while distracted.
“Utah legislature has written a law prohibiting drivers from
using a mobile device of any kind,” he said. He said drivers
who commit any type of driving violation while using an electronic device will be cited with careless driving and will be
fined $310 with a mandatory court appearance.
Drivers who commit three or more driving violations while
using an electronic device will be cited with reckless driving
and be fined $623 with a mandatory court appearance.
“If a policeman sees you texting while driving, you’re going
to get a $310 ticket and a mandatory court appearance,”
Peterson said. “Right now we’re not really aggressively putting
officers on main street looking for these distracted drivers
because, you know, it is the holiday season and I don’t like
writing tickets more than anybody else does, especially this
time of year. But come January we’re going to get officers up on
Main Street and they will be paid to only identify people who
are driving while they are distracted and then be issuing them
citations.”
Peterson said 21 people have been issued a citation in the
last five months, and many more have been let off with warnings.
Milne said, “As far as our accidents, ours are all, thank goodness, minor fender-benders than happen in the parking lot and
it doesn’t have anything to do with distracted driving.”
– robmjepson@gmail.com

Series: Showcases offer insight
-continued from page 1
and it was started to help students recognize the marketability
of their skills and to show them the benefits of the department. He explained that instructional technology students
figure out ways to deliver educational messages using current
media and technology, and the presentations help to encourage that.
“For a lot of years we used audio-visual things, slides, overheads, things like that. Now it’s gone to computer assisted
instruction, combining video with computer, video disk work,
and teaching how to design instruction on special distant education type classes,” he said.
The IT student association has played an active role in providing other students with information and encouragement in
their field. That, he said, is one of the reasons why the presentations are held.
Olsen said the series showcases industry professionals,
scholars, faculty members and notable students who offer
insight on the job market and discuss their research projects
and publications.
Previous speakers include Heather Leary, a doctoral candidate, Neal Leger from the Faculty Assistance Center for
Teaching, and Jack Aplanalp of the U.S. Navy with Jim Hadley,
who presented via teleconference on what instructional designers in military and commercial fields should know.
These presentations are not just for ITLS students, Olsen
said. “Obviously, the presentations are geared towards students of Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences,
which is a graduate-only program,” she said. “However, anyone
interested in or involved in information technology, psychology, education, computer science, library and media science,
graphic design, and other related fields stand to gain much
from Brown Bag presentations.”
Linda Sellers, the president of the ITSA, said there are
three main types of speakers who come: business and industry representatives, scholarly professionals and those with
involvement in the military or instructional design. Through
the series, students can gain further knowledge of their chosen
field and a chance to socialize with other students.
Not only do students on campus get to hear the presentations, but students off campus get to as well. Eastmond said
there are more students enrolled off campus in the program
than those on campus, and they can watch the presentations in
real time on the Internet.
Once a month they host a big speaker and often have some
sort of refreshment, Olsen said, but the value of the presentations comes through the information students can gain.
Any interested students are invited to visit itls.usu.edu.
which has a calendar of future presentations.
– ariwrees@gmail.com
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Scotsman Scribbles Results
“Letters of Recommendation”
By MARINDA FOWLER
short fiction
Anne always sat facing the window. She set up
her classroom backwards so that her desk could
be in the corner that faced outside, despite the
fact that it meant her students would have to turn
around and strain their necks to see what she
wrote on the board. In the end, it didn’t matter.
Anne never wrote on the board. Her handwriting
was atrocious.
Summer was coming, Anne could feel it, and
not just because of the sudden jump to 80 degrees
and 60% humidity. Summer meant escape fiction,
jackets worn inside as she pumped the air conditioning, cantaloupe, trips to Dallas with John to
see shows and try new sushi restaurants, Chaco’s,
and that letter that came every second week in
July. Anne tried not to think about that letter in
its blue B&R Family Services envelope, always
smelling like spaghetti or grass stains or the kind
of perfume a housewife would wear. She grew
antsy and couldn’t wait to check the mail today,
even though she knew the letter probably hadn’t
even been written yet.
Outside, few cars remained parked along the
street and Anne knew there were even fewer in
the parking lot. The second to last day of school,
traditionally known as senior skip day, had
prompted many of her junior students to skip
also. Anne had a remedy for that: final exams.
She surveyed her classroom, studying each
sixteen-year-old face that belonged to her honors
English class. She remembered being sixteen,
unlike most of the parents of her students. At
sixteen she really had things going for her.
Everybody said so, from the prep schools trying
to recruit her for their music programs to her violin teacher to her father, who thought she could
do no wrong except when she told him she wanted to try out for the volleyball team. “No daughter of mine is going to wear spandex in public,”
he’d said. In retrospect, he might have preferred
the spandex to the maternity dress she’d worn
just a year later to her high school graduation.
Of her twenty-two students, five had finished
the exam and sat with their pencils down, reading novels. Two had fallen asleep, three methodically chewed their pencils, seven furiously scribbled answers, and five stared at the clock on the
wall, not knowing that Anne set it six and a half
minutes slow on purpose. When she announced,
“You have three minutes to finish your exams
and set them on my desk,” they looked at her in
surprise and went back to their essays right along
with the pencil chewers.
The bell rang and instead of the excited running of the bulls that usually accompanied the
last full day of class, her students slowly reenacted the Bataan death march as they filed to her
desk and then in a straight line out the door.
The last in line was Shanna. She had perfected
the mournful look, Anne thought as she noticed
a tinge of green in Shanna’s pale cheeks. Shanna
took the role of Anne’s top student and may
have been her favorite if Anne played favorites.
She was a cheerleader, but Anne didn’t hold that
against her; instead Anne admired the way the
girl could balance cheer practice, three AP courses, and a boyfriend and still maintain her position as first chair violin in the school’s orchestra.
Solemnly Shanna set her test on the top of the
pile and rested her hand on top of the stack as she
spoke. “Mrs. Melken?”
“Yes?” Anne replied, noticing how Shanna’s
eyes shifted away from her, darting from quote to
quote on the wall around the window.

The Utah Statesman sponsored a creative writing
contest in which contestants could enter in three
different categories, poetry, flash fiction and short
fiction. Three winners in poetry and short fiction
were chosen, but only one for flash fiction due to
the limited number of entries.

“The Youth of July”
“I…um…” Shanna took a deep breath and
rattled off her news. “I’m not going to need that
recommendation I asked you for. I’m not applying
for the Top Scholar’s program anymore.”
“ Why not, Shanna?” Anne asked, suspicious.
“I’m not coming back to school next fall.”
“Did you get into TAMS?” Anne inquired,
remembering that Shanna had said something
about applying to the local university’s program
that allowed high school seniors to basically enter
college a year early by moving to campus and
taking freshman courses that also fulfilled senior
credits.
Shanna let out a short chuckle. “No. I didn’t
apply.”
“Would you like me to write you a letter of recommendation anyway? I’m sure a girl as bright as
you will have more than one scholarship to apply
for her senior year.” Anne said.
Shanna looked at Anne, stubborn and sad and
frustrated at all the same time. Her golden curls
bounced as she said, “I’m not gonna need the letter. Thanks though.”
“Everyone needs a letter. I’d be happy to write
one for you.”
“With all due respect, Mrs. Melken, I don’t
need you to write a letter for me. I’m sorry I
asked.”
“That’s fine,” Anne paused, feeling like Nancy
Drew and Eleanor Roosevelt and Mother Theresa
all at the same time. “May I ask why?”
“I…um…” Shanna looked away again, focusing on the blue cardstock sporting words from
zippidee do dah Uncle Remus that said “You
can’t run away from trouble. There ain’t no place
that far.” Anne knew that most of her students
wouldn’t know who Uncle Remus was, but she
liked the quote so she put it up anyway. She considered it an anti-procrastination reminder.
“Like I said, I’m not coming back in the fall.”
Shanna’s lip trembled.
Any other teacher might have dismissed her,
saying “we’ll miss you” or “good luck at your
new school” but Anne knew what it felt like to
wear the expression on Shanna’s face and she just
couldn’t let it go.
“Why, Shanna?”
She watched as Shanna placed a protective
hand over her abdomen and wiped a tear with the
other. “My parents are sending me to my grandparents for a while. I guess you can’t be a teen
mother and valedictorian at the same time. Gives

By ISSAC TIMM
poetry

Girl of fifteen hangs out
the window, slender arm
waving like a moth
at a friend passing or past.
her escort a phantom young
man from the nose down, eyes
lost to the glare.

people the wrong idea or something.”
“Let me guess,” Anne said. “You’re pregnant?”
Inside, Anne’s stomach lurched. She worked
so hard to tell her students to make good decisions, to constantly think about their futures, to
be adults. None of the students knew it, but she
was the one putting up abstinence flyers on each
bulletin board at five a.m. Monday morning and
arranging for the annual abstinence assembly.
She knew that what she did was important, but
she also knew that accidents happened. Anne
wanted to reach out, place a hand on Shanna’s
shoulder or arm, but she wasn’t close enough.
She leaned forward over her desk. “You are going
to finish, though? Right?”
Shanna nodded. “Definitely. My mom and I
found an online program that I can do next year,
so by the time my baby’s a year old, I’ll be able to
go to college.”
“You’re keeping the baby?” Anne was
shocked.
“Of course,” Shanna said, wrapping her arm
around her abdomen tighter. “I can’t just give
away my baby and there is no way I’m gonna kill
it!”
“Oh, no, no, I didn’t mean that,” Anne stuttered. “I just…wow. That’s a big undertaking.”
“I know, but…I just can’t consider any other
option.”
Anne wanted to lecture her, tell her that there
was an option that would open up a million
more options for Shanna and her baby, give her
the same lecture she’d received from her parents at age eighteen. Keeping the baby was only
an option to John, and she’d told him no, she
couldn’t do it.
“Well, good luck,” Anne said, knowing her
comment sounded short but she had to close her
mouth before it let loose.
“You know what, Mrs. Melken? It probably
would be a good idea to have a letter.” Shanna
picked up the post-it notes pad sitting on Anne’s
desk and scribbled an address. “Would you mind
sending me one?”
Anne nodded her agreement and watched as
Shanna bounced out of the room, very much the
cheerleader. The girl showed no signs of remorse,
of guilt, of anger—all of the emotions that had
plagued Anne for the last fifteen years.
*****

The street flows with the
youth of July, some to
eddy into parking lots, pieces
of green yard, spread on
blankets, piled on tailgates.
Laughter, like bells over bass
caught in small moments between
the passing of cars, a cavalcade
of tanned elbows and flashing
faces under a halo of bangs.
Pretty smiling girls to be lost
then discovered. Passing
and turning, crossing in and out
of lanes.
Sex rumbles in the heart like
an engine, a slow present
backbeat happening below sheltering
cottonwoods, under lap throws,
flush young faces, fumbling
hands, groping as if ecstasy
can be lost, to flow endlessly
to the east out of town, with
honking traffic and now headlights.
Evening casts its self out. Beer
cans come out of hiding. From
under daddy’s gun rack, from
behind mama’s quilt, down
on the floor board. And they drink
until midnight, until dispersed
by unseen hands. Replaced by
empty street, a single slow
squad car, neon that winks
“closed”. But some where is
a rumble under the street lamps,
the promise of another Friday night.
– June 9, 2010

- Read the full text at usustatesman.com

“End of November”

“A Letter to the Editor”

By TORI WINSLOW
poetry
I write this in an effort to get
outside my mind.
Even as my thoughts flow from birth to life
my hand seizes up
with the arthritic cold
of November.
Winds from the canyon warn me of
the storm,
though, I knew it was coming.
The mountains at the far side of the valley
slouch like old women
with shawls of shadowy clouds
from above.
It is growing later, darker,
(The streetlights have flickered on
while my eyes were glued to this page)
but I do not feel it is time to leave.
The hill is deserted.
Young laughter
and rustling leaves
echo among the dead-bark trees.
And I sit here alone,
a flag overhead crackling like
fire in the wind before it blows out.
The leaves running down the hill like children...

All I realize is the coming storm.
The sky that was so friendly this morning,
is scowling down upon me.
The gray that drenches the mountains
has seeped into the valley
and stained its old carpet.
Even the burning yellow leaves
(which I thought were unconquerable)
are reduced to a broken brown
and torn down
from the branches
of dead-bark trees.
My fingers grow numb.
My thoughts grow lame.
Dong-the bell tower reminds me of its
rigid hands.
It tells me seven times
to remember...
in cold December.
I feel then it is time to leave,
but I forget.
So I run down the hill with the rest.

By OSCAR MARQUINA
flash fiction
A letter to the editor,
I am tired of my kids judging and complaining. Winter is far more than bone shattering cold, ice scraping frustration, gas bill
inflation and winter sports. Winter exists to
make you think twice, if not all day. As you
enjoy the desert for its thought provoking
character, you should enjoy the Winter for
its chill and quiet introspects.
Don’t start attacking and then mocking
me in the same day as if I nurtured you to
add insult to injury. Saying the Blizzard
of 2010 was weak, then joyous over a snow
day and movie night. Cowardly attacking
Winter from your heated and water flowing
homes, while I choke on your fossil carcinogens, but never mind that you are not on
trial, I am.
Don’t say you weren’t genetically engineered to take the grey frost, even if you
were adopted or grew up in Logan feeling
down, I raised you to think through and

overcome anything. I know you are all
bastards, but Father Time was the closest person I gave you to a father figure
and you don’t even pay attention to his
eternal personality until he sounds the
alarms.
As much as you love above zero temperature, realize love doesn’t exist without respect. So fear my soul shivering
atmosphere but most of all admire the
new refrigerated climate which is able
to keep fresh your spoiled nature. I am
patient, strong and wise and expect no
less of you.
With Tough Love,
Mother Nature
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“Finding a Family”
By MORGAN BRONSON
short fiction
December came coldly and swiftly on the
family, although they had done nothing to
incur such a terrible punishment. Daily, they
gathered around a metal can, burning what
they could and wearing the rest to keep warm,
for the walls and roof above them could only
do so much. On this particular day, snowflakes
softly floated through the air, spinning and
swirling with the wind until they settled in
Steven’s matted hair. The grey of the sky cast
a low light in the city streets, and in the cold,
he hurried on towards the grocery store. on
the corner of Market Street and 5th Avenue.
A pocket full of change jingling rhythmically
and the drone of cars echoed loudly in the still,
winter air. The change he and his surrogate
family had rustled up throughout the day, a
penny here, a quarter there, until they gathered enough to buy a loaf of bread for dinner.
Such was a common occurrence for “families”
like his.
Together, they scavenged for food in the
streets, and when they collected money, like
tonight, one of them would take it to buy a
meager meal. Each time, they would send a different person, or go to a different store to avoid
attention. For two years now, he had lived in
the alley with three other people, all refugees
from modern life for one reason or another.
Linda, who had been homeless the longest and
was considered the matriarch, fled from her
home many years ago after fighting with her
parents about her ambitions. She had hoped
for the glamorous life of the rich and famous,
but she soon abandoned those dreams and
became a lost nomad. John preferred not to
talk about his past, but once, when John’s turn
came to buy groceries, his sister Tia revealed
their story. John had been in an accident, from
which, he only had miraculously survived

with bruises, a broken arm, and a gash on his
forehead; the fiancé in the passenger seat had
not been so lucky. After that, anytime John
saw his reflection and the scar on his forehead, memories of the accident came back to
persecute him, and he could not deal with the
complexities of average life. He simply wanted
to get away, and Tia, always up for an adventure, tagged along to watch over her older
brother. Steven had attended college for a few
years, but while he did, he watched his bank
account disappear into student loans. Job
application after job application disappeared
within employers’ fully saturated filing cabinets, never to become anything more, and
insufficient funding forced him to drop out
of school. He never bothered to rent an apartment. One by one, they discovered the old,
decaying factory off Brinkmann Avenue and
took refuge there, where they easily became a
tight-knit family.
As the traffic light on 4th Avenue turned
and the screen below flashed WALK in bold,
orange letters, Steven stepped down from
the curb and felt his foot splosh into a pile of
melted snow from the night before; the cold
on his foot broke the trance that had carried
him down the last block and a half of Market
Street. Suddenly aware of his surroundings,
he thought he heard a soft noise, though he

“The Dragon’s Lair”

“Cause of Panic”

By NATHAN ANDERSON
poetry

By DOMINICK C. BARRATT
short fiction

I. Beware
I did not see it in her laugh,
Or hear it in her stare.
I could not smell it in her touch,
Nor feel it in her hair.
Through her blurred vision, she saw us,
A rhyming sonnet’s pair.
Not once but twice I warned her ears,
Idle lovers, beware.
We met each day without event,
That’s me without a care.
Then when I cut in to her heart,
Love leapt, ready to share.
The moral of this story clear –
Avoid The Dragon’s Lair.
II. Guarded with Care
My heart, once empty, filled with gold,
But gold I cannot share.
The glimmering treasure my fire would guard,
Fierce and angry as a bear.
I’ll show, with trust, a glimpse of gold,
To the eyes of those who dare.
But the eyes that blur just could not see
The dragon lying there.
She boldly entered her treasure hid,
And blindly climbed the stair,
To that glowing room, mentioned before,
The dragon guarded with care.
But I never let her take the gold,
From my heart – The Dragon’s Lair.
III.Golden Hair
We return again, two years removed,
To the Den, the Dragons Lair.
So long empty, it filled with gold
From those willing to share.
And share they did, laid bare their hearts
To fill the Dragon’s Lair
But the Dragon returned, He burned the hearts,
of those whose hearts laid bare.
Alas one princess fair, forewarned,
“Idle lovers here beware.”
Still trusting early, she gave much,
Wore gold upon her hair.
Too young in love to watch the eyes
She shyly climbed the stair.
Her head not red, nor crown of brown,
The Dragon begins to stare,
His eyes transfixed by the gleaming sight
Of her glimmering, golden hair.
You may now think, there is no plight,
I hear it in his stare.
But be not fooled, the den is dark
The Dragon will declare,
This is not heaven, this is my heart,
This is the Dragon’s Lair.

could not distinguish it over the wail of the
cars in the street. Steadily, he approached an
alleyway, and the soft noise transformed into
an agitated cry emanating from the dumpster. Underneath the heavy, plastic lid, he discovered a newborn baby, crying and wrapped
in newspaper. He did not hesitate to pick
her up, and carefully, he swaddled her in his
crimson scarf to protect her from the cold.
Warmth, along with gentle rocking and cooing did nothing to alleviate her discomfort,
so she continued to cry. Although reduced
to a whimper, her cry was persistent and
tinged with hunger; the jingling of change in
Steven’s pocket picked up as he hurried on to
the grocery store.
His nose and cheeks burned upon entering the repository, which provided a welcome
respite from the cold. Her eyes shone red and
watery in the pale lights of the building, and
in them, he saw weariness from crying all
day, waiting for someone to save her from the
fate she had not chosen for herself. He felt
the room and the people in it grow tense at
his presence, afraid he might steal something
or pull a weapon at anytime. The metallic
racket, clanging like cymbals in his pockets
with each step, only raised their suspicions.
No one in the store that night wondered why
their decaying city’s crime rate was so high.
Once they saw the baby in his arms, however,
looks changed.
“People like him shouldn’t be having
children,” sneered the store clerk. He felt particularly smug at the close of his evening shift
and thought he deserved to criticize someone
the way his mother did him. “Look at him.
He can barely take care of himself, let alone a
baby.”
“They really should do something about
those people,” agreed another idly watching
employee.
All throughout the store, Steven met the
condemning stares of other shoppers as he
paced along, desperately trying to calm the
child in his arms. They were mean and full of
pity; pity, but not mercy for the ragged hobo
coming in from the street for a few hours’ ref-

Amos Jennings laid a cast iron pot directly
on the orange radiant coals; then slowly
returned to his stool. Above, a sky with a
countless number of distant stars provided a
spectacular ceiling.
Amos reached for a cup of coffee that was
staying warm on one of stones surrounding
the modest campfire. He finished drinking the
coffee and refilled his mug; as he poured the
dark potent liquid, he wished he had company
to share it with.
Amos regularly visited his adult childrenmost of them lived within an hour drive from
his home. Since the passing of Grandma
Jennings over three years ago, Amos invested
much more time with his grandkids than previous years.
He always looked forward to the autumn
season. Deer hunting was a skill that Amos’
grandfather taught him, and he loved passing
the hobby along to his teenage grandchildren.
This year was the first that he could remember
when his family didn’t make the two hour
journey with him to the usual hunting spot.
The kids were getting busier every year. Open
season started first thing in the morning. The
night before was what Amos looked forward to
most. This was when he would usually share
old hunting stories with the boys. Whether
or not Amos recounted the events accurately,
anticipation always burned behind each of the
grandchildren’s eyes.
This was a lonesome evening for Amos; he
could only replay fond memories in his mind.
He nursed his warm coffee and looked forward
to tomorrow when his family would finally join
him for the weekend.
Amos stared at the hypnotizing flames;
judging by the heat of the coals he gauged it
would be time to hit the sack in about thirty
minutes. He sat motionless and paused his
breathing for a moment to listen to his surroundings. Deep, uncontrolled breathing resonated low on the ground behind him. He pivoted on his stool to see what was there. When
his eyes adjusted to darkness he found that less
than two feet away, crouched on the leaf covered soil, laid an animal with brown brindle
hair. As Amos’ eyes met with the creatures’,
it lifted its head. Without warning the animal
opened its mouth revealing stained canine

teeth. Its tongue curled up and outward
as it yawned. Amos calmly stretched out
his hand and massaged behind its ears.
“Are you gettin’ tired, boy?” asked Amos,
not expecting an answer.
Bundt was a mutt that the grandkids
talked their parents into buying for
Grandma shortly after she got sick.
Grandma named the puppy Bundt
because she thought his defined brown
brindle coloring looked like her homemade Bundt cake. Amos loved this dog
more than any other; he was one of the
last threads connecting him and his late
wife.
After petting Bundt for a few minutes
Amos stood and removed the boiling
pot of water from the fire. He rinsed out
his mug and cleaned the rest of the dirty
dishes. Afterward he stepped a few yards
away from the sanctuary of the fire and
stretched his aged, worn out back. The
air was chilly; Amos could see his steamy
breath rise and spread out slowly in the
stagnant darkness. He focused passed a
thick stand of aspen trees, and saw a narrow sliver of the moon creeping upward
from behind the horizon. He gazed at it
until it was halfway up. The white bark
of the aspens now glowed, illuminating
his surroundings. Eerie shadows crept
from their hiding places as the moon
rose even higher. Amos pinned his pitiful vision on a dark spot fifty yards from
camp. The harder he tried to focus on it
the more unclear it became. Although he
was unable to identify the object, already
he didn’t like it. Without showing any
anxiety he returned to the stool near
the protection of the fire and his loyal
companion. He attempted to dismiss the
peculiar feeling he had.
Unintentionally, his eyes kept returning to the unknown shadow. Enough
is enough. He thought. He retrieved a
flashlight and shined in it the direction
of the scary silhouette; nothing but an
old root wad, from a fallen tree. Amos
scoffed at himself. He shut the light
off. Amos relaxed with a deep breath,
suddenly a coyote yelled from behind
the adjacent ridge. The shrill yelp cut
through the secluded moonlit forest. Like
the scream of a child in distress would
do, it brought Amos a sick feeling. He
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uge from the cold, swirling air outside.
Still, he pushed on to the formula aisle,
a mystifying sea of liquids and powders and
boxes and brands. There were lactose-free
formula, soy-based formula, cow milk based
with added DHA and ARA. For a long time,
he stared at what seemed like thousands of
options, armed only with the knowledge
that infants could not be given straight milk.
Pressured by scowls from the young mother
stopping in for last minute groceries, he
grabbed the cheapest powder he could find
and left to go to the next aisle. There, he hastily grabbed a plastic bottle, and as he made
his way to the front of the store while the
girl’s strained sniveling continued.
When he came to check out his groceries,
the cashier could not conceal a look of bewilderment at the sight of the change Steven
extracted from his pocket. He paid for the
formula and silently slipped the spare coinsthe few that remained- in the donation box by
the keypad before walking exhaustedly over
to a bench in the foyer. In no time, he ripped
the package from the plastic bottle and
poured the formula into it. A faucet by the
deli provided warm water to mix the infusion
the drowsy newborn so desperately needed.
She howled in hunger until the bottle reached
her mouth, and gulped down her dinner
voraciously.
A newspaper, turned to another story
about the city’s sorry state, lay carelessly folded on the bench next to him. Steven picked
up the paper, threw it over his shoulder. And
gently began to pat the baby’s back until she
spit a creamy, white liquid all over it. As he
got up to discard the soiled newspaper, the
infant’s eyes closed, and exhausted, the little
one drifted soundly to sleep.
He looked down at her tenderly and
sighed. “What am I going to do with you?” he
said. “We can’t take care of you,” he paused,
“but you can’t take care of you either.” He
simply could not bring himself to leave her
at the fire station without a family, so with
faith, he carried his new daughter home to
meet her family on Brinkmann Avenue.
cringed downward and spun his head in the
direction of the sound. In the lower part of
his vision he notice Bundt was on high alert,
frozen, pointing in the direction of the echo.
“It’s O.k., boy…” before Amos could finish his
sentence Bundt was off like a greyhound. He
raced passed the camping trailer, and leaped
over fallen trees before disappearing. Amos
shouted his name several times before accepting that Bundt had his own agenda. Darn. I
hope he comes back soon. Amos stood silent
staring through his steamy breath in the cold
mountain air.
Amos threw a few more small logs on the
dying fire. He went in the trailer and removed
an old revolver from the back closet and
returned to his stool. The pistol gave him a
sense of security that would have to do, until
Bundt came back. In his old age, Amos knew
that the chances of finding the energetic dog
was out of the question so, he waited next to
the revived fire.
A snapping sound in the distance caught
Amos’ attention. “Bundt!” he shouted, “Come
here!” Only silence responded. Amos tilted
the revolver; utilizing the light of the fire he
pressed the stiff release switch to open the
cylinder. Six unfired, corroded cartridges
resting in circular formation stared back at
him. Amos had assembled each cartridge
years before by hand. He had followed simple
steps: primer, powder, and the bullet each
rested in its casing. This was a redundant
hobby he once enjoyed.
He snapped the cylinder in place and
waited, conjuring up ideas of what was in the
woods. He gripped the cold gun so tightly
that it began to warm up instantly.
What made that snapping sound? He
inquired his reasoning. He thought for a
moment it was a squirrel that broke a small
twig that fell. He quickly discredited that
notion, convincing himself that it was something much larger. He mulled through many
unsettling thoughts and realized he was very
vulnerable regardless of the firearm. The
idea of solitude was usually a relaxing feeling
for Amos; now it felt as if it was suffocating
him. He felt that he was being watched. No,
stalked. Where is Bundt? I wish he were here!
Amos’ eyes shifted back and forth past the
fire and into the still, lifeless trees. Who is
watching me? Why? What do they want? He
needed to take action.
Amos’ rose, showing his potential perpetrator no sign of fright, and peered into
the white, ghostly woods. He scanned until
he finally spotted something out of place.
A shadow of what looked like a man sitting
against a tree stood out so clearly to Amos.
I can’t believe I didn’t see that before. He
thought. He cleared his throat, but his voice
still came out shaky, “I can see you!” he shouted, “You might as well come out!” Nothing
moved. Channeling his fear, Amos’ lifted the
old pistol with a one-handed grip. He was
trembling profusely making impossible to
accurately acquire his target. “I am giving you
to the count of three! If you can’t come out…”
his jaw tightened and his lower lip quivered,
“…then good riddance?” Nothing.
The first count seemed as if minutes
passed. “One!”

- Read the full text at usustatesman.com
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Thatcher-Young Mansion
becomes local art incubator

COMMUNITY MEMBERS VIEW the art at the ThatcherYoung Mansion during the Downtown Gallery Walk, left. A view
looking down into the lobby of the mansion, above. The ThatcherYoung Mansion was opened in 2001 for the purpose of housing the
Alliance for the Varied Art. BENJAMIN WOOD photos

By STOREE POWELL
senior features writer

The Thatcher-Young Mansion in downtown Logan has had many roles in the
community since it was built in 1878 for
George W. Thatcher and his wife Luna Young
Thatcher, daughter of Brigham Young. In the
1930s and ’40s the house was split into six
apartments with low ceilings. In 1989, The
Capitol Arts Alliance purchased the home for
$120,000. In 2001, the home was opened for
the purpose of housing the Alliance for the
Varied Arts (AVA). Now it will serve as an art
incubator.
Amanda Castillo, program director for
Cache Valley Center for the Arts (CVCA),
said, “Before the renovation, the home was

a dreadful space. But the gallery walks that
housed art really helped define this space.”
But the last year, the AVA, who put on
the gallery walks for local artisans, realized
they couldn’t continue after looking at their
finances, Castillo said. CVCA absorbed AVA’s
programs after they closed June 30, the end
of both organizations’ fiscal year.
To determine how to use the space to best
serve the community, the CVCA held three
public meetings plus a gallery walk where
they collected feedback as well as administered an online survey, said Tricia Hancock,
education and outreach coordinator for the
center. Hancock said most people at the
meetings did not want to see this space used
for something other than the arts.
The public response was all over the
board, said Wally Bloss, executive director

for the center. He said some people wanted it
to be a children’s museum and some wanted
it to be a coffee shop. In the end, however, the
center had to look at what was most feasible
in terms of funding and personnel.
That is where the art incubator comes in,
Bloss said.
“The incubator will provide a warming
atmosphere to help hatch these eggs, or
artists, and this is probably very true for
January,” he said. “This mansion will give
artists a place they feel they can be.”
The idea of the mansion serving as an art
incubator is then, both literal and figurative.
Bloss said it is a good way to get some “new
blood, or the emerging artists, the ones who
need connections involved in and supported
in the community.”
Castillo said there are many artists in this

Professor hopes to bring
education to native land
By NOELLE JOHANSEN
staff writer

Spanish professor Ana De la Cruz may stand only 5-feet,
5-inches tall, but she has skyscraper dreams.
Born Ana Mercedes De la Cruz Tineo, De la Cruz grew up
on a farm in a tiny town northeast of Santo Domingo, the
capital of Dominican Republic.
“I’m a country girl,” De la Cruz said. “I’m kind of a legend
in my hometown.”
Four of her aunts are nuns and one of her uncles is a
priest. They founded a school, which she attended on scholarship. De la Cruz was an accomplished basketball player
growing up and represented her province in the sport. She
earned an outstanding youth award from the government
for her volunteer work. She learned English from a Canadian
nun she nicknamed “Hitler.”
“She hates children,” De la Cruz said. “I was the youngest
in the class. I was scared to death.” It did not help that De la
Cruz, a rebellious preteen, was tired of following in her older
sister’s footsteps and would have rather watched her favorite
soap opera than learn English for an hour after school every
day. Her father convinced her otherwise.
“He was very philosophical,” De la Cruz said of her father.
He told her that life sometimes gives chances that can’t be
missed and advised her to take advantage of the opportunity
to learn English.
De la Cruz graduated as the valedictorian of her high
school and earned an academic scholarship to the Santo
Domingo Catholic University. She studied business and
graduated with the highest grades in the college of business.
Only one other student at the university, a girl in journalism,
had higher marks.
“If she had not gotten better grades than me, I would have
been valedictorian,” De la Cruz said. “She was the daughter
of one of the most famous journalists in the history of my
country. I’m not over it yet.” Though she planned to work in
business, several unsatisfactory sales and government jobs
left her with a bad taste in her mouth and she sought another
career path.

community, but “warming up” the public
about art and buying art is a struggle and
that is one of the goals with the new use of
the mansion.
“Art is affordable in this community
because we don’t have a huge buying community,” Castillo said. “Previously, the mansion had really limited hours for when it
was open, and this new model gives greater
opportunity for growth for these artists.”
Castillo said the center has a small staff
and they could not hire another staff member
for the project, so they had to look at what
they could really do.
Enter Levi Sim, a photography teacher
for Bridgerland and organizer of the Cache

- See ART, page 9

Runners brave
sun and snow
By ALEXANDRIA EVENSEN
staff writer

“I never thought I was going to be a teacher,” De la Cruz
said. “I always hated that job.”
Her mother, with a degree in social studies, taught at a
public school. De la Cruz substituted for her mother quite
often, and said the only day she enjoyed was the last day of
school on which students brought gifts to their teachers.
In 2005, the government started an English immersion
program in the Dominican Republic. De la Cruz responded
to a newspaper want-ad for an English teacher and was hired
to teach English at her high school. Two weeks into her four

When Cache Valley temperatures drop below freezing this
year, most will be reaching for hot chocolate and a warm fire,
but don’t be surprised to see Todd Hugie running alongside cars
in sub-zero temperatures.
“There’s no problem running in the cold,” Hugie said. “It’s
a myth that cold weather hurts your lungs. I’ve ran when it’s
negative 10 degrees.”
Hugie, vice president of the Cache Valley Sun ‘N Snow
Runners Club, would know. Having run in dozens of marathons, and even experimenting with a few ultra-marathons,
he’s experienced almost every type of weather that exists, yet it
doesn’t faze him.
“Running is the type of sport you can do from an early age to
old age,” he said. “It makes you feel good.”
The Sun ‘N Snow Runners club was founded in 1979. Created
so runners in Cache Valley could find new sites and trails and
run them as a group, the club initially had a hard time catching
on, despite the hundreds of avid runners that lived in the valley.
“We couldn’t get a whole lot of people to run,” said club
president Jeff McMurdie. “Maybe the running community isn’t
interested in group runs.”
With this in mind, the officers began to focus on events.
Hugie said the club now sponsors more than 20 runs, and
helps out with many more. He said four of the runs they sponsor hold a USATF certification, which means they can qualify
runners for larger races like the Boston Marathon and even the
Olympics.
Hugie said one of the biggest events of the year is the club’s
Top Of Utah Marathon, which generally brings in runners from
almost every state as well as five or more countries.
“The Top of Utah is a world-class marathon,” Hugie said. “It’s
the best event for the cost. I encourage people to set a goal and
come out.”
Even though the club has changed, its goal has remained the
same for more than 30 years.
“Our mission as a club is physical fitness in the community,”
Hugie said. While the group is made up of predominantly older,

- See PROFESSOR, page 10

- See WEATHER, page 10

SPANISH PROFESSOR Ana De la Cruz grew up in the
Dominican Republic and came to USU for their education program. photo courtesy ANA DE LA CRUZ
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Austen’s greatest hits
For anyone who has ever
lutely hate it when peowanted you to read Jane
ple take the classic story
Staff
Austen but found the task
and rewrite it, either by
Guy XXXX
too daunting, I have good
setting it in the current
news for you: It is feasiday, changing it around
ble. Austen is not as hard
to write it from Darcy’s
as most readers think, and
point of view or even add
once you get used to the
numerous other unrealislanguage, her novels can be
tic creatures to the story
fascinating.
line.
Jane Austen was a trailFor those of you
Kellyn Neumann
blazer in her time, and her
who have not read the
dry wit critiques the lifebook, or seen either the
styles of the gentry in 18thnewer movie or the sixcentury England. Talking about just one of hour one, I would suggest doing so. Yes,
Austen’s books would not do justice to the even men can enjoy this classic story.
others, so here are my two favorites:
While “Emma” is my favorite novel,
Elizabeth Bennet is my favorite of Austen’s
1. “Emma”
characters. Her wit and ability to put men
off their guard is one of the great achieveWhile not her most famous work, I ments in writing. I also love how she is
think “Emma” just barely tops “Pride and not the most beautiful one, her sister Jane
Prejudice.” The main character, Emma owns that title, but yet she charms what I
Woodhouse, is the daughter of the most think is a better man.
prestigious man in her town and loves
If there is a bucket list of things to
matchmaking, priding herself on her abili- read before dying, “Pride and Prejudice”
ties. Austen succeeds at creating realistic should be up at the top, second only to
characters and because of this, she writes Shakespeare’s “Hamlet.” Reading it will
Emma with a flaw, arrogance. Emma is broaden anyone’s perspective, and deepprideful, and the only one able to humble en the understanding of language and
her is my favorite character, Mr. Knightley. culture.
Mr. Knightley is older than Emma, and
So there you have it. Men, you can
consequently more mature. He is always impress the ladies by touting your knowlhonest with Emma, and enjoys bringing edge of Jane Austen. And for the women,
her pride down a notch or two. I love the who doesn’t love a good comical romance
banter back and forth between them, and now and again? The book may not have a
think the fact that they are such good money-back guarantee, but I guarantee
friends lends itself to a realistic relation- if you give either of these books a fair
ship.
chance (that means reading them all the
While Austen may have grown up in way through), you won’t regret it. Yes, I
the lower connections of the gentry, she know the language sounds funny, and yes,
critiques many of its traditions. In her book they are long, but what else could you posAusten develops a relationship between sibly have to do over Christmas break?
Emma and her friend Harriet, a girl with
almost no money or connections. Austen
– Kellyn.neumann@aggiemail.usu.edu
does a wonderful job of showing the
conflict between love and money when
Emma would like to match up Harriet with
someone above her station. In those days,
and sometimes even in our day, that is
unacceptable, but also interesting to read
about.
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Review

For Your Princess

Don’t forget ...

Gaming Review

2. “Pride and Prejudice”

“Donkey Kong Country Returns”

“Pride and Prejudice” is one of the most
referenced classic books in the world,
mentioned in numerous movies, conversations and even other novels. However,
I would just like to say now that I abso-

By: Nathan Christensen
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Art: Defining the mansion
-continued from page 8
Valley Photographers, a club of 225 people. Sim attended and
gave feedback at the meetings, and his unusual ideas were
exactly what the center was looking for.
Castillo said, “Having Levi here will help the mansion do
more than just survive as an arts incubator, but really help it
take off because he is looking
at it from a business stand“All kinds of
point and his energy will help
people be connected to this
visual arts from
space.”
beads to poetry
Sim said the key is he will
can be utilized
hold regular hours at the mansion so people can view the gal- here because it
lery and buy art.
is a place that is
“For me, this is about getwarm in January
ting artists into business and
that people can
making money and not being a
come do their
starving artist and promoting
art in the Valley,” Sim said. “All art as well as
kinds of visual arts from beads
display it.”
to pottery can be utilized here
because it is a place that is
Levi Sim,
warm in January that people
can come do their art as well as
organizer of Cache
display it.”
Valley Photographers
He said artists will learn
how to show work by seeing
other artists show work, and they will learn how to talk about
their art. He also said there will be an advisory board to help
evaluate how things are going to make sure the community is
“getting good mileage.”
Previously, Sim’s club and class were meeting at a spot
behind Café Ibis called The Studio, which was a very small
room. So small, meetings were standing room only.
“It was challenge having classes, club meetings and gallery
walks in that space, but now all of this will continue at the
mansion on a grander scale,” Sim said.
Part of the new model will include a venue for artists to
display their work for sale at a reasonable price, Bloss said.
He said some places in the Valley are charging 50 to 60 percent commission for an artist to display their work. Sim said
he is thinking he will charge rent for a wall or a monthly rent
to display art, and the artist gets to take whatever they make
in sales.
Bloss said Sim will start managing the space Jan. 1. There
will still be gallery walks for photography and pictures, but
also receptions and space to create other types of art such as
magic and music.
Castillo said, “We are still figuring out all of the details,
and we haven’t done a contract yet. Not all the questions are
answered yet, but this is new and exciting.”
The Thatcher-Young Mansion is located on 35 W. 100
South. Artists interested in working with the center and
Sim can contact him at photo.sdesigns@gmail.com or visit
the Cache Valley Photography website at meetup.com/
CVPhotographers.
– storee.powell@aggiemail.usu.edu

Store Hours:
Monday-Saturday
10 am-7 pm

The Diamond Engagement Ring Store...since 1896

141 North Main • 752-7149
www.seneedham.com
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Film features charm
and all-star talent
By this time of year, I am
expecting to see Christmas
Staff
“Burlesque”
carols and Nativity scenes,
Guy XXXX
but I settled for an all-star
Grade: B+
talent show. I walked in
with low expectations and
walked out with pleasant
surprises. “Burlesque” was
pure entertainment.
Ali (Christina Aguilera) is
a small-town girl from Iowa
with a big heart and big
dreams. With no family and
no job, she spontaneously moves to Los Angeles with hopes to
pursue singing in the big city. She finds Burlesque, a night club
with “the best view in town without windows.” It has a sort of
cabaret and “Moulin Rouge” feel.
Unfortunately, with payments due that cannot be met, the
club is at risk. Co-owner and former dancer, Tess (Cher), gives
Ali a chance on stage. With the help of her newly-made friend,
Jack (Cam Gigandet), Ali has a place to stay and money to do
so.
At first, Ali is just another backstage dancer that lip-syncs
to the classics until she replaces a regular. Then, jealous performer Nikki (Kristin Bell) pulls the plug and the music stops.
Aguilera’s incredible voice is revealed. From then on the entire
show is centered around her. Bills still couldn’t be paid even
though Ali’s wow-worthy talent gained more customers and
positive feedback for the nightly entertainment.
“Burlesque” was a little too promiscuous for my liking, but it
seems to be the trend these days. I don’t think it added to the
film but it accurately portrayed what a night club would look
like. So, props to the props.
It was a great piece of entertainment: loud, musical, bright
and some slight humor. I wasn’t falling off my seat and rolling
on the floor with laughter but honestly, if this was a real club
it would be very popular in places like Las Vegas. With clever
choreography and beautiful and silly songs, I sure wasn’t bored
– but how could you be with Aguilera’s astonishing voice?
The scene where Ali’s voice is heard for the first time in the
club would have been 10 times better if we, too, were hearing
it for the first time. Aguilera left us in awe, as usual, but at the
very beginning of the film, so there was no anticipation, we
knew it was coming.
As her debut as an actress, Aguilera did not disappoint. Then
again, I wasn’t expecting much in comparison to other pop
star acting debuts like Britney Spears in “Crossroads,” Mariah
Carey in “Glitter” – Beyonce not included, “Dreamgirls” was
exceptional.
Aguilera splendidly portrayed the sweet small-town gal
with charisma and tenacity. It was believable that she was a
normal girl with big hopes and dreams that had no family and

Reel

Reviews

Anike Pullens

CHRISTINA AGUILERA DANCES during a scene of
“Burlesque.”

no money. All she possessed in the world was a suitcase and
her talent. She knew she had what it took and when Aguilera
stepped onstage, boy, did she belong. Her character, and in
reality, Aguilera, steals the show. It’s like everybody is amazed
that that booming voice comes from such a petite blonde
girl.
There were times I felt that Aguilera was a little cheesy in
delivering her lines but that could have been bad direction or
just a bad line. I guess every movie has got to have at least
some outrageous and cliche dialogue.
I have never been a fan of Cher. She hits the notes just fine,
but lady tenors are not my thing. Her acting skills, on the other
hand, were pretty good. I admired her commitment to her
character from a strong businesswoman to a caring co-worker
and friend. Sharing a film with successful pop stars like Cher
and Christina could be hard. Fighting for a spotlight doesn’t
sound fun but the other actors weren’t outshined.
It was perfectly cast; Cam Gigandet, who looks completely
different from his role as James in “Twilight,” was pretty to
look at. No, he didn’t sing, but wearing a vest with no shirt
underneath and a classic black hat did it for me. His acting skills
weren’t too bad either.
To add to this all-star cast, you have Stanley Tucci, Peter
Gallagher, Alan Cumming and “Glee’s” Dianna Agron. It was
really fun to see who would pop up on screen.
In the end, the vocals were amazing, the choreography
was clever and it was worth watching. Though predictable,
“Burlesque,” had its charm. Job well-done Christina, and Cher,
it was good to see you again.
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Professor: Making a change
-continued from page 8
years of teaching, De la Cruz was looking for a new job.
She was thoroughly convinced she was never going to be
a teacher, until the day she described as “life-changing.”
“When you are a teacher, sometimes you are some
sort of shrink,” De la Cruz said. She said one of her students came up to her one day after class and emotionally
expressed his situation. He had recently graduated with
an engineering degree and desperately needed to learn
English so he could get a job and support his mother
and siblings. De la Cruz promised him that by the time
he was done learning English in her class he would have
a better job.
“I’m so happy that student came and talked to me,”
De la Cruz said. “I wanted a job where I could make a
difference. Teaching has become that job.”
De la Cruz landed yet another teaching job at a private school she called “state of the art.” She was teaching
the president’s children, kids who would go to Miami to
shop and Switzerland or Colorado to ski, she said. One
student was utterly shocked to hear that she only had
one pair of shoes. To this she replied that she only had
two feet, why would she need more than one pair?
“To me, it was as if we were living in two different
countries,” De la Cruz said. She felt this job wasn’t as
rewarding as teaching those who really needed it, she
said.
With two solid jobs, De la Cruz did not plan to move
to the states to continue her education, let alone Utah.
She was convinced by a former student to apply for
scholarships for graduate school in the states. De la Cruz
was the last to apply for the scholarship, and made the
deadline with minutes to spare. She passed her English
proficiency exam and had two weeks to study for the
GRE to get into graduate school.
Though Utah State University was not De la Cruz’s
first choice, she chose it for the education program,
in which she wanted to get her master’s degree. She
completed that goal this fall and is flying back to the
Dominican Republic on Dec. 15. She said she is excited
to go home, but dealt with homesickness well.
“I do not worry about things I cannot change,” De la
Cruz said. She knew she had to finish school before she
could return to the Dominican Republic, so she put it
out of her mind.
She is not sure whether she will return to Utah, but
said she wants to get her doctorate in education.
“My country desperately needs a better education
system,” De la Cruz said. There is a large gap between
the wealthy and the educated and those who are not, she
said.
“I think we can make a change and I want to be part
of it,” she said.
– noelle.johansen@aggiemail.usu.edu

– anike.pullens@aggiemail.usu.edu

Weather: A run in the snow
-continued from page 8
more experienced runners , they encourage runners of all ages
and expertise to join them.
“We have a lot of different people, from age 1-90, run in our
races,” he said. “We have variety of people aren’t even members
of the club running.”
It may seem like a hard habit to start, Hugie said, but running’s benefits far outweigh temporary pain. Lots of beginning
runners have problems with painful shin splints, but he advises
running through them even if it takes a few months. The best
way to ease into running, he said, is a good diet and lots of rest.
“A lot of people think they need to eat special foods, but they
don’t. Diet and sleep are important. Eat fruits, vegetables, proteins and fats for a good balanced diet.”
McMurdie’s advice is to take it slow.
“When starting; run, walk, run, walk, run, walk and then
repeat over a specific period of time. It’s just about a start slow,
and building up to a goal. Go slow.”
McMurdie said when he started running in high school, he
took it a mile at a time.
“We were lifting weights five days a week. The coach told us
we could go run instead. I started running a mile, two, three,”
he said. “I saw a marathon and thought ‘that’s crazy.’” Despite
his initial shock, McMurdie started training for a 5k and moved
up step by step to ultra-marathons.
The running conditions in Logan can be ideal for most of
the year, but cold weather can be detrimental to new runners.
Light, warm clothing and good shoes are must-haves, Hugie
said. Moisture-wicking clothing made of polyester is best,
because it stays warm and dry but weighs very little.
For those who would rather stay away from snow and rain,
there are options. Hugie runs on campus almost every week.
“The Fieldhouse is one of the best places to run. It has eight
laps to a mile. The track is great.”
In the end, the biggest key to running is to begin.
“Just start doing it. This time of year is hard,” said long-time
runner and club member David Burton.
Burton said he started running in his early 20s, after seeing
the Boston Marathon on TV.
“I started training right after that, and ran my first marathon a year later,” he said. Since 1985, he has run 35 marathons
along with many shorter races.
McMurdie insists that by taking one step at a time, running
can become a lifelong habit.
“Even with all the other events you can do like basketball,
baseball, racquetball, volleyball and dance, with running the
roads are always open. You can always run.”
For more information, visit the club online at www.sunandsnowrunners.com.

– allee.evensen@aggiemail.usu.edu

Don’t forget ...

Regrettably Alex or Taylor
“FORTRESS” by Miniature Tigers
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Aggie women make it five straight
By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

The winning streak continues for the hot-handed
women’s basketball team.
Behind 21 points and
14 rebounds from Ashlee
Brown, 25 combined bench
points from guards Devyn
Christensen and Jennifer
Schlott, and some key crunchtime free throws from senior
Alice Coddington, the Aggies
improved their winning streak
to five with a 77-71 win over
San Francisco (2-6) Wednesday
night at the Dee Glen Smith
Spectrum.
Brown, a redshirt junior
transfer from UC Santa
Barbara, tallied her third
double-double of the season.
“It’s good to see us play two
tough, game-ending decisions
two games in a row where we
did some things right,” said
head coach Raegan Pebley.
“There’s still a lot of room
for us to get better.”
After taking their first lead
of the game at 31-29 with 3:41
remaining in the first half, the
Aggies gradually built their

advantage after intermission
er Coddington, to seal the win.
to 62-50 following following a
“We weren’t very aware of
putback jumper in traffic by
where the 3-point shooters
preseason all-conference wing
were,” said Christensen in refplayer Amber White.
erence to the Dons’ comeback
However, San Francisco
bid. “We got sucked in on our
wasn’t finished.
(zone) defense,
The Dons
and coach Pebley
“It’s good to
retaliated with a see us play two
had warned us
flurry of threeabout that. It was
point bombs to tough, gamejust a defensive
twice make it a ending decisions breakdown.”
one-possession two games in a
Dons head
game. The first row where we
coach Jennifer
came at 69-66
Azzi, a former
with 3:51 remain- did some things
point guard for
ing in the game, right...There’s
the WNBA’s
and the final
now-relocated
still a lot of
push came short room for us to
Utah Starzz, was
at 71-69 with
not surprised
1:31 to go. Guard get better”
with neither her
Raegan Pebley, team’s rally or
Katy Keating,
who finished
USU head coach the play of the
with 17 points off
Aggies, Brown or
the bench, and
Christensen.
Kelly Jo Mullaney, who lead the
“(Coming back) has been
Dons with 22, scored eight and true to this time the whole
five points, respectively. The
year, unless there’s been some
duo also hit three 3-pointers to situations where the game has
lead the charge.
just not been salvagable,” she
But Utah State responded
said. “They don’t get down,
with six unanswered points,
and that’s something I’m really
including four straight free
proud of. Both (Keating) and
throws from WAC assists lead- (Mullaney) are coming into

their own shooting against a
zone.”
But it wasn’t enough against
a force led by Brown, who had
her second-highest output of
the young season.
“She’s great playing with
(center Banna Diop), because
(Diop) draws people to her
because she’s good, and
because of her size,” Azzi said.
However, Azzi said
Christensen’s play was the key
to the USU win. Christensen
poured in 12 of her 14 points
in the first half alone.
“(Christensen) was a huge,
huge spark for them,” Azzi
said. “Without her, it’s a different game. Look at her stats.
She’s five (points) per game,
and has 12 in the first half. We
didn’t contain her at all. She’s a
tough, gritty little player.”
It was a performance that
included a 3-pointer which was
at least NBA range, a score that
drew the largest cheer of the
night.
“I’m a big Kobe (Bryant)
fan, so I try to do what he
does,” Christensen said. “If I’m

- See STAY HOT, page 13

Men look to build on Wednesday’s win
By TYLER HUSKINSON
web editor

Cal-State Bakersfield was one of the two
non-conference teams the Utah State
Aggie men defeated last season, and USU
will be looking to get the same result when
they take on the Roadrunners tomorrow
night in the spectrum. Here’s what to
watch for.

Bendall to come up big
Senior all-WAC forward Nate Bendall has
been slowly gaining minutes, and if all
goes well he should see even more against
the Roadrunners. The Aggies need him
on the floor almost as much as they need
senior forward Tai Wesley. Bendall may
have only finished with four points and
five rebounds in 17 minutes of play, but
his impact goes much further than the

stats. He is a big presence down low, and
his ability to run the complicated offensive
sets is invaluable. The Aggies will need
Bendall to help Wesley contain junior forward Rashad Savage, who is averaging 10
rebounds and nine points per game for the
Roadrunners.

Containment key
Unless the Aggies plan on scoring more
than 67.9 points per game that they are
averaging, they will need to play lockdown defense on the Roadrunners. The
Roadrunners back-court may be the most
offensively potent that the Aggies have
faced all year. Sophomore guard Stephon
Carter is averaging nearly 20 points per
game, and he’s shooting a proficient 50
percent from the floor and 47 percent
from beyond-the-arc. Senior wingmen
Pooh Williams and Tyler Newbold will
have their hands full all night with senior

guard Donavan Bragg and junior guard
Alex Johnson, who are averaging 13 points
apiece.

When will the offense come to
life?
Eighty-one points may seem like a lot, but
the Aggies still aren’t where they were last
year as far as offensive efficiency goes.
Shooting 45 percent from the field and
36 percent shooting from the 3-point line
is almost where the Aggies want to be. It
took a 44 point blowout over the Hawaii
Warriors last year at home for the Aggies
to kick things into gear. Tomorrow night
would be the perfect opportunity for the
Aggies to blowout the Roadrunners and
get things going on the offensive end.
– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu

GARY ANDERSEN argues a call during his team’s win over
Brigham Young in October. On Monday, Andersen named himself
defensive coordinator for the 2011 season. TODD JONES photo

Andersen makes
coaching changes
By ADAM NETTINA
sports editor

The 2010 season didn’t end
the way Gary Andersen and
his Aggies had planned, and
it didn’t take long for talk of
Saturday’s 50-14 loss to Boise
State to spur changes on the
USU coaching staff. Andersen
said at his weekly press
conference Monday that the
program has decided to part
ways with offensive line coach
Alex Gerke, and defensive
coordinator Bill Busch will
now coach special teams.
According to Andersen,
the decision to part with
Gerke, who coached with
Andersen at Utah in 2001 and
2002, was a mutual one that
came after careful analysis of
the team’s 4-8 season.
“I have known Alex for
years, but at the end I have
got to sit down and do what
is best for the young men
and do what is best for Alex,”
Andersen said. “I believe we
have done that. It is not a fir-

ing scenario; it is a scenario in
which we have decided to go
another direction.”
Andersen said the change
was a necessary one after USU
struggled on the offensive
line all season. While the
Aggies weren’t among the
nation’s worst teams in sacks
allowed (giving up an average
of two sacks per game), the
Aggies frequently struggled
with opening up holes for
the run game and protecting
quarterback Diondre Borel.
Andersen will shift tight
ends/tackles coach T.J. Woods
to the offensive line, and
will have offensive coordinator Dave Baldwin take over
coaching the tackles and tight
ends.
“As you can see, we are
putting a heavy development on the offensive line,”
Andersen said.
The series of offensive
changes will leave USU without a quarterback coach,

- See COACHES, page 13

They come from the land down under:
After long journey, Aussie women thrive on court

By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

It’s not every day that you see three individuals travel across
the world to play a sport. But when it comes to these ladies and
the game that they love, the travel is more than worth it.
Senior captain, three-year starter and Spectrum-wall adorner
Alice Coddington, senior forward Stacey Howard, and junior
post Maddie Plunkett form a trio with a commonality not often
seen in the wide world of sports. Not only have the three Aggies
traveled thousands of miles to Logan to collectively try to lead
Utah State to their first WAC championship since the women’s
basketball program started anew in March 2002, but they all
just happen to be from the same country – Australia.
Yes, Australia.
This just in: there are more than just kangaroos and a large
desert that shares a name with a delicious steakhouse in the
land Down Under.
And if there indeed isn’t much more than these three ladies
down there, at least the USU coaching staff and head coach
Raegan Pebley found them.
Coddington was the first to come to Cache Valley. After
expressing desire to come to the United States to play collegiate
basketball, the Canberra, Australia native narrowed her choice
down to two options: Utah State, or Boston University.
For Coddington, who currently leads the WAC in assists per
game with 5.0, the decision certainly wasn’t based on campus
location.
“They tried to sell me Boston the city,” she said. “For USU,
they sold the university. They didn’t try to sell me Logan.”
That difference in bringing Coddington to USU was Kristy
Flores. Flores, a former USU assistant coach hired in 2004, was
especially instrumental in the recruiting of each player. Her
influence only increased after she was named associate head
coach prior to the 2007-08 season, with recruiting coordinating

- See AUSSIES, page 12

ALEX CODDINGTON, MADDY PLUNKETT, AND STACEY HOWARD are all natives of Australia currently playing on
the Utah State women’s basketball. Coddington and Howard have seen action in all nine USU games, while Plunkett has played in seven.
Coddington, a Canberra native, is fifth on the team in scoring with 6.9 points a game. BRANDON FONDA photo
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Your bowl game viewing guide Aussies: find success in Logan
It’s the best time of
year for college football
fans, and not just because
Christmas is right around
the corner. With 35 games
between Dec. 18 and Jan.
10, the weeks-long odyssey
of the college football season has a little something
for everyone. Here’s the
ones you gotta see.
MAACO Las Vegas Bowl
The Mountain West
vs.
Western
Athletic
Conference debate will be a
moot point come next year
when Boise State leaves the
former for the latter and
Utah heads to the PAC-10,
but that doesn’t make the
teams’ Dec. 22 match-up
any less intriguing. Aside
from a loss to Nevada, the
Broncos (11-1) have been
nothing short of dominant,
but will they show up in
full force after the disappointment of not making
it into a BCS game? It was
another good year for the
Utes (10-2) but questions
remain about how good
the team really is after
struggles in November. The
lack of starter Jordan Wynn
at quarterback because of
shoulder surgery won’t
help the team’s case even
if they do get less than
a “supreme” effort from
Boise.
San Diego County Credit
Union Poinsettia Bowl
Yes, the name is excessively long, but don’t let the
bowl’s corporate sponsor
stop you from tuning into
this one. Navy is 8-3 on its
way to a seventh-straight
bowl game, but the feeling
around Annapolis is that
the team missed a golden
opportunity to have a truly
memorable year with close
losses to Maryland, Duke
and Air Force. Meanwhile,
the Aztecs are back in the
postseason after a 12-year
hiatus, but will their virtual
home-field advantage be
mitigated by the city’s large
naval population?
Sheraton Hawaii Bowl
If you like the kind of
offensive football featuring
more aerial displays than
the holiday rush at the
Airport, than this one is

for you. Hawaii
(10-3) leads the
nation in passing at 403.8
yards a game,
but Tulsa isn’t
a slouch either,
with the Golden
Hurricane (9-3)
averaging just
under 300 yards passing
per game. With each team
scoring nearly 40 points per
game on average, breaking
100 total points in the ballgame is expected on this
Christmas Eve showdown.

B o w l
season is
Five wide: the best
A football time of
year to
column
fan the
flames
of
the
Big 10
vs. SEC
debate, and where would
the debate be if THE
Ohio State University
(10-1) wasn’t playing an
SEC school? As a certain
USU professor of sports
psychology knows, the
Buckeyes are 0-9 all-time in
bowls against SEC schools,
and will face one of the
nation’s top signal callers
in Ryan Mallet, who has
sparked his team to three
wins over Top 25 teams
in the past seven games.
But this is Arkansas’ firstever bowl appearance, and
you can bet a seasoned
and veteran Terrelle Pryor
won’t allow his team to go
out without a fight.

Adam nettina

Hyundai Sun Bowl
Is it just me, or does this
game have a new sponsor every year? No matter,
the New Year’s Eve day
game features two storied programs which have
both seen better days. And
while the game might not
live up to the memories
of the infamous “Catholics
vs. Convicts” game of
October 1988 (in which
fourth-ranked Notre Dame
defeated No. 1 Miami 3130) it still carries plenty of
storylines. The Irish have
rebounded under the
unlikely guidance of freshman quarterback Tommy
Rees, who has the team to
three straight wins. Miami,
meanwhile, recently fired
head coach Randy Shannon
after two straight losses to
close out the year.
Rose Bowl
Perhaps the most anticipated BCS bowl game outside of the national championship, Gary Patterson
and his undefeated Texas
Christian Horned Frogs
will attempt to show the
nation that they deserved
to play in the title during
this duel with Wisconsin.
TCU has long been known
for its incredible defenses,
but can the Horned Frogs
contained a balanced and
physical Wisconsin attack
that put up 201 points in
the final three games of
the season? Don’t forget
that this is a Wisconsin
team which came within 10
points of going undefeated, and defeated then-No.
1 Ohio State in October.
Sugar Bowl

National
Game

Championship

You didn’t really think I
would gloss over the biggest game of them all, did
you? Many people may
have their bones with the
BCS system, but you have
to admit that both the
undefeated Ducks and the
unscathed Tigers earned
the right to be here, the latter having to win an extra
game in the SEC title to
make it to Glendale. The
game features two Heisman
trophy finalists, Auburn
quarterback Cam Newton
and Oregon running back
LeMichael James, but for
the amount of firepower
each offense packs, it could
end up coming down to
defense. Whichever team
comes out on top, they’ll be
no disputing the end result
this year – the winner of
the National Championship
game will be the best team
in college football, and the
winner of this one in particular could be the best
team in the sport’s history.

Adam Nettina is a senior
majoring in history, and
member of the Football
Writers Association of
America. He can be
reached at adam.nettina@
aggiemail.usu.edu.

-continued from page 11

at the top of her new duties list.
Flores herself is from Newcastle, New South
Wales, Australia. She was a well-recognized
player in Australia before her college days, initially coaching with Cal-Poly.
“With Kristy, it was important for me in
knowing she’d been through the same thing
I’d been through,” Coddington said. “She
knows of opportunities in both Australia
and America, and so she has networking. So,
you’re not completely out of the picture when
it comes to being out of team (after college).
When you’re in America, you’re somewhat
out of sight, out of mind. If you return to
Australia, she can vouch for you a bit.”
When it came to arriving in a foreign atmosphere, among the surprises for Coddington
were the physical demands placed on the athletes in America.
“The workouts are completely different,”
said the player who began her Aggie career off
the bench as a small forward, only to start at
shooting guard the past two seasons before
sliding over to the floor general at point guard
this season. “(In Australia), you work out two,
maybe three times per week.”
Unless you are the cream of the crop, even
professional players, Coddington said, will
hold another job to support themselves or
their family.
Plunkett said both the rapidity of play and
the organization of the game varies in the land
of the Outback.
“American basketball is a lot more structured,” she said. “We don’t do a lot of scouting
crap like that. We just play, you know? We
have set plays, but not 30 or 40 offenses. Not
as many structured defenses. We just play.”
A far cry from what she, Coddington, and
Howard do in the highly precise Aggie system.
Despite the structure, however, Howard wanted to continue her hoops career in the western
side of the world.
After playing with her special-invitation
team, the Queensland native said she contacted her Australian team head coach with the
desire to play collegiately in America. Flores
was just one phone call away.
“I probably wouldn’t be here without her
help and advice,” Howard said. “I remember
talking with her for hours about the life of
a student-athlete in America, versus what I
would be doing otherwise in Australia.”
She said Australian universities don’t afford
athletes the opportunity to play sports on
scholarship. As Coddington noted, club sports
are as good as it gets on the collegiate level.
“She told me that being a student-athlete in
America, I’d have so much more time than trying to balance basketball, school and university in Australia,” said Howard, who is averaging
2.3 points, 2.0 rebounds and 11.1 minutes per
game off the bench after having started two
games in place of then-ill leading scorer Ashlee
Brown last month.
“You have more resources available here,”
she said. “I don’t want to say you’re babysat
in America, but there’s definitely a lot more
resources here.”
Resources that were enticing enough to put
her and the others at risk of being prone to a
bit of Americanization – at least when it comes
to that “all-too-familiah” accent.

“(Living in the U.S.) has influenced (the
accent) a huge deal, too much, more than I
would have liked it to,” Howard said. “When
I went back to Australia, people asked me if I
was an American, which sucked. I had grown
up there, then went back (over the summer)
and felt like an international student, when it
was my home.”
“I would just meet people, but also people
who know me and give me a hard time,” said
Howard. “My brother gives me the hardest
time for having an American accent. Mocking
words, everything.”
When it comes to Aggie basketball,
Plunkett is the newcomer. After transferring
from College of Southern Idaho (CSI) last year,
Plunkett has enjoyed her new home – at least
until the winter, that is.
“The people are great, the coaches are
great,” she said. “I just don’t really like the cold
weather. It’s just overwhelming.”
From Albury, New South Wales, the 6-foot2 outside-shooting post is averaging 1.9 points
and 2.0 rebounds in 8.7 minutes during the
seven games she has played, while making
an impressive six steals thus far. It was, once
again, Flores’ influence that gave the Spectrum
the necessarily luster to woo Plunkett to the
Intermountain West.
While a slight detour was necessary for
academic purposes, Plunkett says she is now
happy to be reunited with former CSI teammate LaCale Pringle-Buchanan, as well as
fellow Aussies. She was already familiar with
Coddington, whom Plunkett insists her competitive teams beat on a regular basis ever
since they were 10, when they first met.
“Our team, the Albury Cougars, were very
good,” Plunkett said. “We beat Alice’s team all
the way until we were 18.”
Though the United States offered each
player greater opportunities on the court and
elsewhere, each girl loves her heritage and
what it represents.Howard said when it comes
to achieving and enjoying life at the same time,
the Land Down Under has the best of both
worlds.
“We have the benefits of an American, firstworld country, but not the hustle-bustle of an
American lifestyle that pushes you into a ‘you
have to be this and this and this, with a perfect, ideal lifestyle that you have to have,’” she
said.
“Versus an Australian lifestyle that just
says that you live your life and have fun,” she
continued. “I think, for me, it has the advantage for both. We’re the greatest country in the
world.”
National pride or not, Coddington said as
a part of a unified team, the players’ top priority is riding the five-game winning streak the
Aggie women have established.
“We need to continue the way we’re going,”
Coddington said. “To continue to get better
day-in and day-out, just never be complacent
and always want more and know we aren’t at
our best right now. We’ve got to be aware of
that at this time so we don’t end up saying ‘oh,
we should have done this back then.’ We need
to be accountable for what we are doing right
now.”
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Coaches: USU makes change
-continued from page 11
which Andersen will look to
nerback Curtis Marsh both
hire in the coming weeks.
looked back fondly on their
Andersen said he currently
Aggie playing careers, while
does not have any particular
both had no doubt that the
individual in mind, but is
Aggies will improve next year.
looking for someone with
“We have the coaches,”
experience with both coachsaid Borel. “I know we have
ing and recruiting.
the same record as last year
“I don’t have a time line
but the team is coming
on that; we are going to hire
together and learning to play
the best coach available,”
together. We have a lot of
Andersen said. “A coach who
potential we just need to keep
can come in and teach a new
working hard and those guys
quarterback. I am looking for on the team will get what they
a coach who can get a young
want. I have no doubts about
man to manthis team.”
age a football
Coaching agreed,Marsh
game and use
saying,
the weapons
“The underclassChanges
around him
men have everyeffectively,
thing they need
• Offensive line coach to succeed, (and)
as well as a
coach who can Alex Gerke let go.
I have no doubt
recruit.”
• T.J. Woods will take that they will
Defensively,
grow and become
over offensive line,
Andersen
a very good footwhile Dave Baldwin
stressed the
ball team in the
importance
takes over tight ends. future. The team
of improving • Team will hire a
has endless potenon the defential. I am very
sive line, and quarterbacks coach as excited to watch
said he will
well as two graduate the program in
take a more
years to come.”
assistants.
active role in
One of the
• Bill Busch will take reasons hopes are
the defense.
Hired at USU over as special teams already high for
after his role
2011 is because
coach and give up
in leading the
of a core group of
defensive coordinator players are comUniversity of
Utah’s defense duties.
ing back for the
prior to 2009, • Andersen names
Aggies next year.
Andersen will
While USU loses
look to recap- himself defensive
Borel and Marsh,
coordinator.
ture some of
the team will
that magic by
return the WAC’s
taking direct
leading tackler in
control of USU’s defense next
Bobby Wagner, named first
year. Andersen said he is not
team all-WAC on Monday,
demoting Bill Busch from the as well as running back
position, but rather creating
Kerwynn Williams. Williams
a more conducive coaching
had a tremendous sophomore
environment for the team’s
season, capping it off by rushfuture success.
ing for a career high in the
“Defensively, I am going to season finale against Boise
be the defensive coordinator,” State. He also set the new
Andersen said. “I don’t see it
NCAA kickoff return yardage
as a demotion to Bill Busch
record.
… we will work very well
Despite his fantastic play
together on the defensive side, this season, Williams will
and Bill will be right there
have to compete with seniors
with me as we continue to call Robert Turbin and Michael
defenses together.”
Smith at running back next
Andersen is also looking to season. Both were injured this
hire two graduate assistants
past season and are expected
this offseason, including one
to add a dynamic presence
who will work with the stud
to USU’s offense in 2011.
linebacker position. Above
According to Williams, the
all, Andersen stressed the
expected competition with
importance of improving on
Turbin and Smith will only
defense, which USU must do
make USU’s offense more
to get into the postseason
potent.
next year.
“I love competition and I
“It is not me who will make love to compete against other
a great defense it is all of us
players,” Williams said. I feel
together and then getting the
like that will be good for the
right players out there,” he
team as well as me and my
said. “We have to improve,
position … everyone is going
our defensive numbers the
to have to go out and compete
last two years are very poor.”
to the best of their abilities to
get a spot on the field.”
Big Things to Come?
– adam.nettina@aggiThough somewhat muted
email.usu.edu
due to the position changes,
the press conference’s mood
was upbeat. Senior quarterback Diondre Borel and cor-

Stay hot: five in a row for USU
-continued from page 11

open, then I’ll shoot it. And if it happens to be deep, so be it.”
Her coach wasn’t too upset with it, either.
“The space was there before her catch, and she knew the space
was open,” Pebley said. “I don’t like the penetration turnovers she
does. I like when it comes in catching it for the three, then driving, but I’d rather have her shoot and and miss than drive and
turn it over.”
Smart plays from the bench that needs to continue to fuel the
team, especially because of the need to sustain team leaders.”
The Aggies will look to stay hot and continue their win streak
as they continue a four-game homestand with a matchup Dec. 11
at 3 p.m. against Idaho State.
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Hold you horses Jazz fans,
the NBA has multiple contenders
OK, so, maybe I got a little
Cleveland had circled on their calendar,
ahead of myself last week. After
LeBron came home and showed the Cavs
Eye on
reeling off seven straight, the
how to play basketball. Showered with boos,
the
Jazz have dropped two of their
chants and nasty comments and signs, LeBron
hardwood scorched his former team, dropping 38 points
last three, showing us that maybe
their previous wins might have
– 24 of which came in the third quarter alone.
been a little over-hyped. After
That loss stung Clevelanders for a
MArk Israelsen
their anticipated game against the
couple reasons. Not only did their once-“king”
Mavs last week turned into a serisingle-handedly and mercilessly destroyed
ous bummer, the Jazz narrowly beat the Grizzlies and
them, but second of all, it showed that their team really
then lost to LeBron and Wade … uh, I mean the Miami
does suck without LeBron.
Heat. It was a tough week for a team that was on such
Going into this season, the Cavs somehow thought
a roll, and therefore tough for me to find much to talk
that they would be fine without LeBron. Uh, please,
about.
don’t make me laugh. The “LeBrons” became the
So, how about an update on the rest of the NBA?
“LeBron-less” which means that’s what they are, a lot
I’ve got three words for you: San Antonio Spurs.
less. After that loss to Miami, the Cavs look like their
San Antonio is off to their best start in franchise
throwing in the towel already. Their last six games
history, 18-3. They’ve already recorded a 12-game win- they’ve been beat by an average of almost 20 points,
ning streak so far this season, and their three losses
with one of those losses being a 129-95 annihilation by
have come at the hands of the Mavs and Hornets, two the Timberwolves. Yep, that’s about as low as you can
of the top teams in the league, and the Clippers, which get.
I guess we’ll write off as a fluke.
Speaking of the Timberwolves, Kevin Love is an
The most impressive thing about the Spurs success
absolute monster. If this guy was on a winning team,
is the fact that Tim Duncan is averaging career lows in
he would be running away with the MVP award right
points, rebounds and minnow. In Love’s last eight games, he is averaging almost
utes. Timmy D per game is
25 points and 19 rebounds. He’s had three 20-point,
only getting 14 points, seven It’ll be inter20-rebound games in that span, bringing his total to
esting to see if
under his career average,
five double-doubles on the season. Nobody can stop
and 9.5 boards, two under they can keep
this rebounding machine.
his career average.
Going back to the winning teams, the Spurs aren’t
it up, but if at
So how are the Spurs getthe only ones who are hot. Dallas is riding a 10-game
ting it done this season with- the beggining of
win streak and the Celtics aren’t too far behind, with
the season you’d their own streak hitting eight, both as of Wednesday
out The Big Fundamental?
The answer is a little thing
told me that the night. The other team that’s going streaking? The
I like to call teamwork. The knicks would
Knicks. What?! The Knicks?!
Spurs have 11 players averNo, that’s not a typo. The New York Knicks have
aging more than 12 minutes be 14-9 at this
in fact won six in a row, and nine of their last 10.
a game, with 10 of those 11 point in the
Raymond Felton is playing like an all-star, and Amare
averaging more than five
season, I’d have Stoudemire is lighting people up with averages of 25
points a game. San Antonio laughed in your
and nine per game. It’ll be interesting to see if they can
is averaging nearly 107
keep it up, but if at the beginning of the season you’d
face.
points per game, while holdtold me that the Knicks would be 14-9 at this point in
ing opponents to just over
the season, I’d have laughed in your face.
97 points.
I guess all of this just goes to show that the NBA
The Spurs may not be very fun to watch, but enteris unpredictability at its finest. You can never guess
tainment value doesn’t win championships. This team
what’s going to happen and that’s what makes it so
flies under the radar almost every season, and almost
great.
every season they continue to play at a high level.
The other team I’ve just gotta mention, but for the
opposite reason, is the Cleveland Cavaliers. The poor
MARK ISRAELSEN is a freshman majoring in mechanical
Cavs have now lost six-straight and 10 of their last 12,
engineering, and is the Statesman’s resident Jazz fanatic
but none that hurt worse than getting pummeled by
and NBA know-it-all (or so he tells us). His column
the man they used to idolize.
appears here weekly. Comments can be sent to mark.
Thursday, Dec. 2, the date every person in
israelsen@aggiemail.usu.edu.
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U.S. threatens sanctions
against Ivory Coast battle
ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast (AP) – The United
States warned Laurent Gbagbo that he faces
punitive sanctions if he continues to refuse to
step down following a disputed election that the
United Nations says were won by his opponent.
The African Union, meanwhile, suspended
Ivory Coast’s membership on Thursday in the
latest sign of growing pressure against the country’s former president.
Gbagbo has not spoken publicly since his
rushed inauguration over the weekend, after
he rejected the results released by his country’s
electoral commission which showed that the
opposition leader Alassane Ouattara had won
by a nearly 10-point margin. Those results were
certified by the United Nations who declared
that Ouattara had won by “an irrefutable margin.”
The country has been on a knife’s edge ever

since the results were released last week. The
international community including the United
States, the European Union, former colonizer
France, the African Union and the United
Nations have spoken in one voice telling Gbagbo
to step aside.
Since then Gbagbo has retreated further and
further, encircling himself with hard-liners and
going so far as to refuse a telephone call from
President Barack Obama.
Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton
said Thursday that Obama warned Gbagbo of
“consequences” if he does not step aside and
peacefully transfer power to his successor.
The urbane 65-year-old who spent years as an
expatriate in France is likely to face a travel ban
that would target not only him but also his family, including his children and may prevent him
from leaving the country.

SEN. LISA MURKOWSKI, R-ALASKA, speaks to reporters following the defeat of a cloture
motion of the Defense Authorization Bill containing repeal of the ‘Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell’ provision on
Capitol Hill in Washington, Thursday. AP photo

Senate blocks repeal
of ‘don’t ask, don’t tell’
WASHINGTON (AP) – Senate Republicans
blocked a major year-end push by Democrats
to lift the military’s ban on openly gay troops
on Thursday, dealing a huge blow to gay rights
groups’ hopes for repeal of “don’t ask, don’t tell”
any time soon. President Barack Obama instantly
appealed to lawmakers to make another, last-ditch
try before going home for the year.
The day’s dramatic events left the fate of the
issue in limbo, with lawmakers eager to adjourn
and still facing numerous other contentious
issues.
The Senate’s 57-40 vote fell three short of the
60 needed to overcome procedural hurdles to lift
the 17-year-old ban. Sen. Susan Collins of Maine
was the lone Republican voting to advance the bill,
and Sen. Joe Manchin of West Virginia was the
only Democrat to vote against it.
The rejection was a defeat for Obama, who
campaigned promising to overturn the law and
later called it one of his top legislative priorities
for the year. But in recent weeks the White House
has done little to push the legislation, focusing its
influence instead on tax cuts and a nuclear arms
treaty with Russia.
Obama wasn’t giving up. He said the ban
“weakens our national security, diminishes our
military readiness and violates fundamental
American principles of fairness, integrity and
equality.” And he said repeal is supported by the
military and the American people.
“I urge the Senate to revisit these important
issues during the lame duck session,” he said.
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid was biting
in his comments about Republican foes. “The
other side may feel passionately that our military
should sanction discrimination based on sexual
orientation, but they are clearly in the minority,”
he said. “And they have run out of excuses.”
But Republicans faulted him for the way the

issue was brought to a vote, saying the procedure
sealed the outcome.
The 1993 law bans gay troops from publicly
acknowledging their sexual orientation. A repeal
provision was included in a broader defense policy
bill and passed last spring in the House.
More than 60 senators were expected to support repeal of the ban, including at least four
Republicans. But GOP senators were united in
demanding that the chamber vote on tax cuts
first. They also wanted assurances by Reid they
would be given extensive time to debate the
defense bill, which contained other divisive provisions including one that would allow abortions at
overseas military facilities.
Two senators, Republican Collins and independent Joe Lieberman of Connecticut, said they now
would introduce a stand-alone measure to repeal
“don’t ask, don’t tell.” Its prospects are uncertain,
though Reid indicated he was open to bringing
it up before adjournment. If passed, it still would
require House approval with time growing short.
Gay rights advocates were furious about
Thursday’s events.
“Instead of doing what is right, the world’s
greatest deliberative body devolved into shameful schoolyard spats that put petty partisan
politics above the needs of our women and men
in uniform,” said Joe Solmonese, president of the
Human Rights Campaign.
Democrats had said Thursday morning
they remained hopeful a last-minute deal could
be struck with Collins, believing her support
would persuade other GOP senators – namely
Massachusetts Sen. Scott Brown and Alaska Sen.
Lisa Murkowski – to advance the legislation.
struck.
Collins said she didn’t understand why Reid
wasn’t doing more to accommodate GOP concerns.
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Your holidays would be happier,
working for a company with great taste.

WE CAN RELATE.
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SURE, YOU’RE LOOKING TO MAKE GOOD PAY, BUT
YOU’D RATHER DO IT WORKING FOR A RESPECTED,
INDUSTRY LEADER WITH LOTS OF GREAT PEOPLE,
AND ACTUAL CAREER POTENTIAL. WE’RE WITH YOU.

CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOCIATES >
CONTACT CENTER
IMAGINE WORKING FOR A WORLD-CLASS COMPANY,
HELPING ANOTHER ONE MAXIMIZE ITS RELATIONSHIPS WITH ITS CUSTOMERS. NOW YOU CAN,
WHEN YOU JOIN THE RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
EXPERTS CONVERGYS, IN OUR STATE-OF-THE-ART
CONTACT CENTER.
> NEW OVERNIGHT SHIFTS AVAILABLE
> FULL-TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE
> EXCELLENT BENEFITS
> REWARDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
> NO TELEMARKETING, INBOUND CALLS ONLY
> PAID VACATION AND TRAINING
> CASUAL DRESS
> AND MUCH MORE!
CHECK OUT OUR CURRENT JOBS OR APPLY ONLINE
AT WWW.CONVERGYS.COM/CAREERS.
EOE

Student Jobs

)RU PRUH LQIRUPDWLRQ DERXW VWXGHQW
MREV VHH 868 6WXGHQW (PSOR\PHQW
76&
2IIFDPSXVMREV
4XDOLW\&RQWURO,QWHUQVKLS
0DUNHWHUVDOHVSHUVRQ8SWRKRXU
%DE\VLWWHUQDQQ\GD\
 2SWLRQDO *\PQDVWLFV &RDFK 
EDVHGRQH[SHULHQFH
5RXWH0DQDJHU
3KRQH$JHQWSHUKRXU
 &DPSXV 5HS &RPPLVVLRQ %DVHG

&RRNKU%2(
3HUVRQDO7UDLQHU
 ,QVXUDQFH $JHQW  6DODU\
%QV
9LGHRJUDSKHUSHUZHHN
$GYDQFHG6XUYH\7HDPKUPQWK
ZNO\ERQXVHV
6DOHV
,QVXUDQFH$JHQW
&XVWRPHU&DUH2SHUDWRU
1DQQ\
 3ULYDWH &KLOG &DUH %DVHG RQ H[SHUL
HQFH
3HUVRQDO$VVLVWDQW
6QRZ5HPRYDOKRXU
%DE\VLWWHU'2(
&KLOG&DUH
3ULYDWH&KLOG&DUH0RQWK
)LQDQFLDO$GYLVRU
+HOS0RYLQJKU
6HDVRQDO6WDII0HPEHU
 $ 7HOHSKRQH 6DOHV $JHQW   
SHUKRXU
%DE\VLWWHU
1LJKW$XGLWRU0LQ:DJH
/DE$VVLVWDQW
%DE\VLWWHU
&KLOG&DUH3URYLGHU
 $GROHVFHQW 5HVLGHQWLDO &RXQVHORU
VWDUWLQJDWKRXU
:HE'HVLJQHU3URERQR
7HOHSKRQH$JHQWVWDUWLQJ
 $VVLVWDQW 'UXSDO :HE 'HYHORSHU 
+U
,QWHUQDWLRQDO5HSUHVHQWDWLYH
3W7HOOHU
-U0DQDJHPHQW$FFRXQWDQW,QWHUQ
VKLSKRXU
0DLQWHQDQFH0LQ:DJH
7HFKQLFDO6XSSRUWKRXU
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and GREAT
classified ads!.

Friends by Default • Trevor.Stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

Breaking the Mold • Kenneth.Locke@aggiemail.usu.edu

Dilbert • Scott Adams

Bound & Gagged • Dana Summers

The Joke’s on You! • BY YOU!
Great entries this week ... and

You know that outfit don’t make up lots of them, including ones from
for the fact you bought a Prius
Hailey Larson, MacKell Jensen and

Tanner Winger. The winning caption, though, was submitted by
ROB BARNETT, who wins a free
drink from Kelly’s. Watch again next
week, er, ah, next year for more!

Rhymes with Orange • Hilary Price

1436 N 1200 E

f+RPHRIWKHR])RXQWDLQ'ULQN
f&RUQGRJV
f)UHHR])RXQWDLQ'ULQNRQ)ULGD\VZLWK
DWOHDVW*DOORQVRI)XHOZLWK868,'&DUG
2297 North Main, Logan
753-6444

OPEN SAT AT 11:30 FOR MATINEES
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+DQG\PDQ%2(
3DUW7LPH7HOOHU'2(
6FUHHQZULWHU
 &VWU 6HUY $VVRF  2YHUQLJKW 6KLIW
KU
+RXVH&OHDQLQJ
'D\FDUH3URYLGHU
6RIWZDUH3URJUDPPHUKU
2Q&DPSXV-REV
&5HVHDUFK$VVLVWDQWPRQWK
&6XEVWLWXWH7HDFKHU
& 6FLHQWLILF 'ULOOLQJ )LHOG $QG /DE
$VVWVKRXU
& 6FLHQWLILF 'ULOOLQJ )LHOG  /DE
$VVWV
& 6FLHQWLILF 'ULOOLQJ )LHOG  /DE
$VVWVSHUKRXU
& &XVWRPHU 6HUYLFH 7RRHOH 'LV
WDQFH(GKU
&$JJLH%DUQ5HVHDUFKHU'2(
&7HDFKHUV$LGHPR
&8QGHUJUDG7DV)RU/DEV 3DSHU
*UDGHUVKU
&%LRORJLFDO(QJ7HDFKLQJ/DE$V
VLVWDQWKU
& $PHULFDQ 6LJQ /DQXJDJH ,QWHU
SUHWHU
&3DUWWLPH3KRWR/DE0QJU

Answers at www.utahstatesman.com
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&1HWZRUN$VVLVWDQW'2(
&7XWRUKU
&$FFRXQWLQJ&OHUN%2(
&6RIWZDUH(QJLQHHU'2(
&%XVLQHVV$VVLVWDQW%2(
& 6WDJH 7HFK %HJLQQLQJ DW 
KRXU
& 6 , /HDGHU 6RF   
SHUKRXU
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& 6 , /HDGHU )RU %LRO  

& *UDGXDWH 5HVHDUFK $VVLVWDQW 
6FLHQFH(G'HSHQGHQWRQH[SHULHQFH
& *UDGXDWH 5HVHDUFK $VVLVWDQW 
6FLHQFH(G'HSHQGHQWRQH[SHULHQFH
&)LWQHVV3URJUDP,QVWUXFWRU

&(OHFWULFDO(QJLQHHULQJ$VVLVWDQW
&6,/HDGHU6RF
KU
&'DWD&ROOHFWRUKU
&6WDEOH&DUHWDNHUSHUKRXU
& &RPPLVVDU\ 3UHS 6XSHUYLVRU
SHUKRXU
&0DUNHWLQJ 3U,QWHUQ KRUW KU
&6WDJH7HFKKU
&3ROLFH'LVSDWFKHU
&(QJLQHHULQJ$VVLVWDQW%2(
&3UHYHQWDWLYH0DLQWHQDQFH:RUN
HU
&'D\7UDLQLQJ$LGH
&2IILFH$VVLVWDQWKU
&/DE$VVLVWDQWVHPHVWHU
&2IILFH$VVLVWDQW
& 8DY 8QGHUJUDGXDWH 5HVHDUFKHU
KRXU
&'DWD&ROOHFWRUKU
&-RE&RDFK
&0DQDJHU
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EUDQG QHZ FDUV ZLWK DGV SODFHG RQ
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Apartments
$3$570(176)255(17
)$%8/28635,9$7(%(' %$7+
&RYHUHG3DUNLQJ
:LUHOHVV,QWHUQHW &DEOH
$OO8WLOLWLHV,QFOXGHG
:DVKHUDQG'U\HU
PLQZDONWRFDPSXV
&RQWDFW0DULD
PDULDHJJHUV#DJJLHPDLOXVXHGX
&RQWUDFWIRUVDOH2QO\PRQWK6SULQJ
VHPHVWHUPRQWKVOHIWLQFRQWUDFW6LQJOH
EHGURRPFOHDQURRPPDWHV/'6/DXQ
GU\ LQ KRXVH 3OHDVH FDOO LI LQWHUHVWHG
 
ZZZPDSOHYDOOH\DSWVFRP

Take out your
own ad at
www.utahstatesman.com
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StatesmanBack Burner

Friday

Dec. 10
Today is Friday, Dec. 10,
2010. Today’s issue of
The Utah Statesman is
published especially for
Jarom Heaps, a sophomore majoring in business from Tooele, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1917, after Turkish
troops move out of
the region after only
a single day s fighting,
officials of the Holy
City of Jerusalem
offer the keys to the
city to encroaching
British troops.

Weather
High: 39° Low: 33°
Skies: Snow showers.

G "LUE

t Miss

Friday, Dec. 10, 2010

- No Test Week
- 3-D Week
- Last Day of Classes!
- Donuts with the Dean, Education
Atrium, 8 a.m.
- Annual Art Ceramic Sale, FAV 123,
9 a.m.
- Books & Buddies, 3 to 5 p.m.
- A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
Morgan Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
- A Christmas Carol, Old Barn Theatre,
7:30 p.m.

Saturday

Dec. 11
- Art Ceramic Sale, FAV 123, 9 a.m.
- Voice Male Christmas, Eccles Theatre,
1:30 p.m.
- Women’s Basketball vs. Idaho State,
3 p.m.
- Figure Skating Club, Eccles Ice Center,
7 p.m.
- Men’s Basketball vs. Cal State
Bakersfield, 7 p.m.
- A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
Morgan Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
- A Christmas Carol, Old Barn Theatre,
7:30 p.m.

Registrar dates

You need to know....

Jazz Dance! Come support
Tau Beta Sigma and Kappa Kappa
Psi and dance the night away! TSC
Ballroom, 8 p.m.-11 p.m. Dec. 13.
Be there. Cost - $2 for single, $3 for
couple.
Profit share fund-raiser at
Angie’s Restaurant. When you eat
at Angie’s from 3-10 p.m. on Dec.
15 and present a flier, 15 percent
of your bill will go to support Tau
Beta Sigma, National Honorary
The Caine College of the Arts at Band Sorority. If you need a flier,
contact a member of Tau Beta
USU will conclude its 2010 fall
season with Unicorn Children’s Sigma.
A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Theatre’s “The Best Christmas
Pageant Ever” Dec. 16-18 at the is a wacky Shakespearean comedy
about love. The play is set in an
Caine Lyric Theatre.
enchanted forest where humans
and fairies come together under
Take a break from finals! Come the mischievous light of the midto the TSC International Lounge summer moon. Dec. 8-Dec. 11 at
7:30 p.m. Free for USU students
on Dec 13, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. to
with ID. For more information
enjoy free food, friends, Rock
Band, and more! Guided medi- please call 435-797-8022.
Cache Co. Sub for Santa is
tation will be provided by USU’s
Meditation Club. Sponsored by seeking those that would like to
sponsor a child/children for the
REACH Peers.
2009 Christmas season. If you
are interested in helping provide
Center for Women and Gender Christmas for those in need, contact the Cache Co. Sub for Santa
is collecting cash donations to
office at 752-6315. Our office
provide backpacks for underhours are from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mprivileged children in Cache
Valley. Donations appreciated F. We would need the gifts to our
drop-off site by Dec.11th in order
any day, but come by Fridays
to distribute them accordingly.
and meet our office dog Tillis!
Cash donations are also appreciStop in any time from 8-5 in
ated, please send donations to:
TSC 309 and take a treat for
Cache Co. Sub for Santa, P.O. Box
your contribution. Ends Dec.
4603, Logan, UT 84323.
17.
The Cache Valley Figure
Skating Club will be performing
to holiday favorites on Dec. 11 at
On Dec. 10 from 8-9 a.m. in
7 p.m. at the Eccles Ice Center. The
the Education Atrium, we will
only cost of admission is a can of
be holding “Donuts with the
Dean.” It will be a come-and-go food for the food bank.
Dec. 10, Bible study by the
opportunity for students in the
USU Chinese Christian Fellowship.
college to come and meet the
new dean and enjoy free donuts. Free dinner 6:30 p.m. 3rd floor
ENGR.
Peace Vigil every Friday at
5:30 p.m. at 50 North Main Street.
Drunk, Drugged, and Drowsy
Questions, email info@loganpeace.
Driving Week (3-D Week) is
org or call 755-5137.
Dec. 6-10. Join Student Health
Services in preventing distracted driving all week across from
the TSC Ballroom.

Flight Deck • Peter Waldner

The Registrar’s Office would
like to remind everyone of the
following dates: Dec. 6-10 is
No Test Week, Dec. 13-17 is
Final Examinations. Dec. 17
is a Tuition and Fee Payment
Duedate. Dec. 18-19 is a
Registration Purge. Jan. 10 is the
first day of classes for Spring
2011.

Christmas Pageant

Study break

Strange Brew • Peter Deering

Backpack drive

Donuts with dean

Monday

Dec. 13
- Finals Week
- Jazz Dance, TSC Ballroom, 8 p.m.

3-D Week

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.utahstatesman.com

Coupon
Corner
You Can’this!
Miss with T

Cannot be used with any other discount or
promotion. Not valid on clearance items

Good for the 2010-11 school year.
Valid at the Logan & Providence
Dalld];Yk]Yjkdg[Ylagfk&

visit www.mypizzapizza.com for addresses.

Good for the 2010-11 school year.
Valid at the Logan & Providence
Dalld];Yk]Yjkdg[Ylagfk&

visit www.mypizzapizza.com for addresses.

STRESS BREAKER
A special Issue of
The Utah Statesman
designed to
help get you through

FINALS
WEEK!
... nothing but fun
and GaMES!

Also:

Dave Barry’s
Holiday Gift Guide
(You’re Welcome!)

STRESS BREAKER, Fall 2010, Page 2

STRESS BREAKER, Fall 2010, Page 3

2 ENTREES and DESSERT
USU Dining Guide • Fall ‘09 • Page 14

Aggie Special
Free WiFi

2 Entrees &
a Dessert.
One Coupon Per Table.
Expires 5-15-1

Full D.A.B.C. License

2281 North Main
752-3252

2 YENTREES
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Free WiFi

Full D.A.B.C. License
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The holiday season is a good
time to ponder the lesson of “A
Christmas Carol,” the heartwarming
classic story by the beloved dead
English writer Charles Dickens. The
story begins on Christmas Eve with
mean old miser Ebenezer Scrooge
being mean to his lowly clerk, Bob
Cratchit, who is a good and humble
man despite having a last name that
sounds like an intestinal mishap, as
in “The dog made cratchit on the
rug.”
Scrooge then goes home, and
during the night he is visited by a
series of ghosts, including the Ghost
of Christmas Past, the Ghost of
Christmas Present, and the Ghost
of Christmas Stranded in a Motel 6
in Albany, N.Y. Horrified, Scrooge
rushes to the Cratchit home the next
morning to atone for his meanness
by giving the Cratchits a turkey, and
everybody rejoices except Tiny Tim,
who was hoping for an Xbox 360, so
his Christmas is ruined.
The lesson we learn from this
timeless story is that it’s important
to get the right gift. All too often
we give people gifts that they don’t
want, or can’t use.
For example, recently my wife
gave her mother a DVD of a concert
performance by Michael Buble, the
suave Canadian crooner who makes
Barry Manilow sound like Snoop
Dogg. My mother-in-law LOVES
Michael Buble, so you would think
that the DVD would be a perfect
gift for her. You would be wrong.
We had to return it, because it was
in the “Blu-ray” format, which is an
exciting new DVD format developed
by the consumer electronics industry
for the express purpose of not working in the consumer’s current DVD
player. The goal, of course, is to get
you to buy a new, “Blu-ray” format
DVD player, which will be the signal
for the consumer electronics industry
to come out with an even (italics)
newer (end italics) format, currently code-named “Kumquat,” that
doesn’t work with anything.
The point is, you don’t want to give
just any gift. You want to give a gift
that the recipient actually wants, and
can use. Where do you find such
a gift? The answer is simple: Not in
our 2010 annual Holiday Gift Guide.
The Holiday Gift Guide is a collection of unique gift items that you
will not see anywhere else, at least
not anywhere with a drug policy.
We did not make any of these items
up: They are all real products that
people are actually selling. We know

Dave Barry’s
Holiday Gift Guide
this because we bought all of them
and subjected them to rigorous
field-testing in the form of giving
them to our official Gift Guide
photographer, Bob Eighmie, who
somehow talked people into posing with them for free.
It is because of the rigor of this
testing procedure that we are able
to offer you our exclusive Holiday
Gift Guide “total satisfaction” guarantee, as follows:
If you purchase any item featured
in this year’s guide, and you are
for any reason not totally satisfied
with it, simply send it, in the original packaging, backward in time to
the year 1957. Then wait by your
phone for further instructions.
Also, if you are Michael Buble,
and you’d like to meet a mature
attractive lady who is a lot of fun,
please contact us immediately.
Thank you.
OK, now that the “legalese”
is out of the way, let’s look at this
year’s lineup of gift items, starting
with:

this way of viewing the entire body
is finally here is the acceptance
of many sports and entertainment
personalities.”
Far be it from us to contradict many sports and entertainment personalities, but anybody
who believes that the backside
is a beautiful part of the human
body has never been to a beach
populated by regular non-celebrity Americans, many of whom
are sporting buttocks the size of
beanbag chairs. Nevertheless we
believe that the Maniki is a fine
product, and a terrific way for you
ladies to send the following holiday
message to that special man on
your list: “Your behind is sagging.”

cleaned since 1987. You simply
put this item on your head, and
suddenly, instead of looking like an
ordinary bald guy, you look like a
bald guy who does not own a mirror. The “Flair Hair” visor comes
in a variety of hair shades, none
of them human. This is the only
hair visor endorsed by Mr. Donald
Trump.

The “Flair Hair” Visor
$19.99 plus shipping and handling from Kotula’s, 1850 Banks
Rd., Fort Mill, SC 29715, 800-6854845; www.kotulas.com
Here’s the perfect gift for the
balding man on your holiday list
who wants to keep the sun out of
his eyes while at the same time
appearing to have developed some
kind of giant carnivorous scalp fungus. This is a sun visor that, instead
of being open on the top, has
been fitted with a swatch of what
appears to be shag carpeting from
a motel room that has not been

BARK4BEER Dog-Collar Bottle
Opener
$19.95 plus shipping and handling from Bark4Beer LLC, 7660
Fay Ave., No. H321, La Jolla, CA
92037; www.bark4beer.com/
Suggested by Dick Hess of
Denver, Colo.
How many times have you
wanted to open a beer, but you
didn’t have a bottle opener handy,
and you couldn’t go find one for
some reason, such as you were
unable to stand up? If that happens a lot, then the Bark4Beer
dog collar is the answer. This is a
dog collar that has a bottle
opener attached to it on
a retractable cable. When
you need an opener, all
you have to do is call your
dog, and, boom, just like
that, nothing will happen.
At least that’s what would
happen to us, because our
dog does not come when
called. The only commands
she obeys are “Pass gas!”
and “Lick your privates!”

The Maniki Butt Bra for Men
$39.95 plus shipping and handling from KarinArt Inc., www.
biniki-fashions.com or e-mail info@
biniki-fashions.com
Suggested by Chuck Cody of
Columbus, Ohio
We swear we are not
making up the Maniki
Butt Bra. This is a buttocks-support garment
for men, developed
by the same company
that makes the Biniki,
a.k.a. “the Butt Bra for
women.” The company
website states: “The
backside is a beautiful part of the human
body when supported
and properly framed by
interesting bottom hugging clothing. One sign
The “Flair Hair” Visor

3More, next page
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But if your dog is actually obedient, the Bark4Beer collar would be
a great accessory. If you could train
your dog to bring you beer, you’d
never have to move again.
If you don’t have a dog, you
could put the Bark4Beer collar on
a friend or loved one. We suppose
you could even wear it yourself, but
that might be viewed as a sign that
you have a problem.
‘Rear Gear’ Pet Coverup
$6 and $20 from Rear Gear;
www.reargearstore.com
Suggested by Shannon Walker of
Redwood City, Calif., and by Steve
Richardson of Midlothian, Va.
We can all agree that dogs and
cats make wonderful companions
who bring great joy into our lives
when they are not throwing up in
our underwear drawers.
However, we also can all agree that
household pets tend to be immodest: They walk around pretty much
stark naked, which means that we
are constantly experiencing direct
visual exposure to their personal
regions, which are not their most
attractive feature, except in the case
of those little yappy dogs people
carry around in containers.
Well, finally somebody has done
something, and that something is the
“Rear Gear” butt coverup, which is
a little flat thing that loops over the
tail and covers your dog’s or cat’s
butt. The Rear Gear comes in a variety of shapes and images, including
a sheriff’s badge, a heart, a pine tree
and of course a smiley face. You
can even send in your own design
or photograph, and the Rear Gear
people will use it to create a custom

Gadget Holster

butt cover, which means your pet
could be walking around with a rear
end sporting, as a tribute, the image
of, for example, Kim Kardashian.
We cannot think of a more
thoughtful gift for anyone on your
list who has either a pet or some
kind of psychological problem.
Truly, this product sends the traditional holiday message _ and here
we quote from the Rear Gear website _ “No More Mr. Brown Eye.”
Gadget Holster
$24.99 plus shipping and handling from ThinkGeek, Inc., 11216
Waples Mill Rd., Suite 100, Fairfax,
VA 22030; 888-854-4335 or 888GEEKSTUFF; www.thinkgeek.com
Suggested by Bill Hudgins of
Nashville, Tenn.
These days almost everybody
carries a lot of gadgets _ cellphones,
iPads, iPods, electric nostril trimmers, Tasers, etc. Women can carry
these gadgets in their purses, but
men cannot carry purses unless they
are willing to run the risk of appearing _ not that there is anything
wrong with it _ French.
That’s why the gadget-owning man on your holiday list will
love this gadget holster, which is
extremely masculine while at the
same time being very manly.
It’s made of rugged studly black military/espionage/kung fu/Jedi Knight
material.
It has two straps, so you can strap
it to your waist AND your thigh,
which means that you will not lose
your gadgets even in hand-to-hand
combat.
We know for a fact that Mr.
Mike Tyson wears one of these and

never takes it off,
even in the shower.
We have photographs.
The Better
Marriage AntiFlatulence Blanket
$29.95-$59.95
plus shipping and
handling from The
Better Marriage
Blanket; www.bettermarriageblanket.com
NOTE: As of Nov.
18, this item is out of
stock.
Suggested by Brian
Duval of Gladstone,
N.J.
The Better
Marriage Blanket is
designed to improve
marital bliss by
absorbing odors emitted by a sleeping
married person (it
also works for sleeping unmarried persons). According to
The Better Marriage Anti-Flatulence Blanket
the official website,
the Better Marriage
men to walk into utility poles. Why
Blanket “contains the same type of
fabric used by the military to protect are men so interested in women’s
nipples? Why aren’t women equally
against chemical weapons.” That’s
interested in men’s nipples? Why
right: We’re talking about a (italics)
do men even have nipples? We at
military-grade (end italics) defense
the Holiday Gift Guide do not have
against nighttime tooting.
answers to these questions. We
How does it work?
just enjoy saying “nipples.” Nipples
Scientifically, here’s how: “The
nipples nipples. Is it getting warm in
molecules that cause the odor are
here?
absorbed and neutralized in millions of microscopic pores in the
Camouflage Toilet Seat
activated carbon so it has an almost
$49.99 plus shipping and hanunlimited capacity for eliminating
dling from Cabelas, 1 Cabela Dr.,
odor.”
Sidney, NE 69160; 800-237-4444;
If you don’t think this would be
www.cabelas.com
an appropriate gift for the holidays,
Picture this scenario: You are a
consider this: The website states that
hunter in the forest. You need to
it “makes a great wedding or annikill a deer so you can tie it to your
versary gift too.”
car and take it home and put it in
We imagine it would also be a
your freezer and enjoy many hearty
huge hit on Valentine’s Day. In fact
meals of venison at a cost of _ when
it’s the perfect gift to give any time
you factor in the price of your gear,
you wish to express the heartfelt
your hunting trip, and your divorce
sentiment, “You tend to cut the
because your wife really hates venicheese in your sleep.”
son _ $13,687 per pound.
You’re wearing a camouflage
Body Perks Brand Nipple
jumpsuit, camouflage hat, camouEnhancers
flage gloves, camouflage boots, cam$19.95 plus shipping and hanouflage face paint, camouflage condling from Bodyperks, Inc., P.O. Box
tact lenses and camouflage dental
652, Wayzata, MN 55391; www.
implants. The deer (italics) cannot
bodyperks.com
possibly see you. (end italics)
Suggested by Jeff Meyerson of
But then disaster strikes: You have
Brooklyn, N.Y.
to go the bathroom. What is worse,
This is the perfect gift for the
(italics) you have to make number
gal on your holiday gift list who
two. (end italics) If you use a conwould like to appear perkier in the
ventional white toilet seat, the deer
gazombular region. Body Perks are
will spot it in a second and run
little silicone dealies that go on top
away, because it knows instinctively
of a woman’s natural nipples so as
to give her frontal zone that coldweather, smuggling-raisins look that
3More, next page
for thousands of years has caused

that toilet seats are not a natural
part of the forest ecosystem.
But that will not happen if you
have this special sportsperson’s
camouflage toilet seat, which blends
in perfectly with the environment.
In fact, it blends in so perfectly that
you might not even be able to find
it. You’ll be running around looking
for it, trying desperately not to soil
your camouflage boxer shorts. Your
deer may very well laugh itself to
death, thereby saving you money
on ammunition.
Remote Controlled Shocking
Tanks
$59.95 plus shipping and handling from Edmund Scientific, 60
Pearce Ave., Tonawanda, NY 14150;
800-728-6999; http://scientificsonline.com/
Suggested by Deb Rowley of
Davenport, Iowa
The trouble with most games is
that even when you win, you cannot inflict physical pain on your
opponent. Take Monopoly. You
spend all that time throwing dice
and moving your little board piece
around, and you finally win, and
what do you have to show for it?
A hotel on Ventnor Avenue? That’s
not enough! You want your opponent to suffer.
And now that dream can come
true, thanks to this fine product
manufactured in some foreign
nation where life is cheap. This
is a set of two remote-controlled
tanks, each equipped with a cannon that shoots little wads of light
called “infrareds.” If you hit your
opponent’s tank, your opponent
gets a shock, which according
to Internet reports can be pretty
strong. The manufacturer says you
should not use this product “if you
have epilepsy, a heart condition, or
related illness.” It’s also a bad idea
to play Shocking Tanks against your
children, because they will use their
vastly superior manual dexterity to
convert you into a human circuit
breaker.
This year, give the most precious
gift of all: voltage.
Electric Drums T-Shirt
$29.99 plus shipping and handling from ThinkGeek, Inc., 11216
Waples Mill Rd., Suite 100, Fairfax,
VA 22030; 888-854-4335 or 888GEEKSTUFF; www.thinkgeek.com
Do you have any musical people on your holiday gift list? We’re
talking about the kind of people
who are always humming, whistling,
or drumming on their desks, to the
point where their co-workers want
to beat them to death with their
office chairs.
This is the ideal gift for those
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people. It’s a T-shirt that
has been fitted with
batteries, wires and
other electronic
items that magically transform it
from an ordinary
garment into a
garment that is
really uncomfortable. But also
when you hit certain parts of it just
right, it makes noises
that sound vaguely
like really bad
recordings of what
could conceivably
be drums. We’re
talking about hours
of entertainment,
assuming the person
being entertained has an
unusually small brain.
Otherwise we’re talking about
maybe 15 seconds of entertainment.
This is the only drum T-shirt
recommended by leading musicians
such as the late Ray Charles.
Emergency Brassiere Face
Mask
$29.99 plus shipping and handling from www.ebbra.com
Suggested by Walter Janowski of
Milford, Mich.
This is the perfect gift for the
lady on your holiday list who (1)
has breasts, and (2) does not wish
to die from inhaling bad things.
The Emergency Bra, which was
designed by Dr. Elena Bodnar, a
female scientist, is a brassiere that,
according to the website, “is like
any other conventional bra in terms
of its main function of supporting
the breasts.” But in an emergency,
it can be removed and used as two
face masks.
Is that a great idea, or what?
We believe that Dr. Bodnar

should receive the Nobel
Prize for Lingerie. We also
believe that this would
be a far safer world if
every woman wore the
Emergency Bra. Granted,
you’d have men constantly yelling: “This is an
emergency! Take off your
brassiere!” But they’d get
bored and stop after a couple
of decades.
The Pillow Tie
$19.95
plus shipping and
handling from
www.pillowtie.
com
Suggested
by Barb Goldstein
of Albany, N.Y.
A man wearing a
necktie makes an important
statement about himself. That statement is: “I am wearing an idiotic
garment around my neck.”
Yes, the pathetic truth is that
neckties serve no useful purpose.
We modern men wear them only
because our fathers wore them,
and they wore them only because
THEIR fathers wore them, and so
on backward in history to a time
of such ignorance that mankind
believed solar eclipses were caused
by a giant snake swallowing the
sun.
Today, thanks to science, we
know that the sun isn’t being swallowed by a giant snake: it’s simply
being obscured by a shadow, which
is (italics) cast (end italics) by the
giant snake. Yet despite all our
modern scientific knowledge, we’re
still wearing these stupid neckties.
Well, finally somebody has done
something, and that something is
the Pillow Tie.
This is a tie that can be quickly
inflated to serve as a pillow, thus
enabling the wearer to put his head

down and catch “40 winks” during
tedious situations such as attending meetings, holding congressional
hearings or piloting long-haul commercial airliners.

Hand Crank Siren
$99.99 plus shipping and handling from Kotula’s, 1850 Banks Rd.,
Fort Mill, SC 29715, 800-685-4845;
www.kotulas.com
This is the ultimate gift for the
person on your list who is concerned about personal safety, or
simply enjoys attracting attention.
This is a hand-cranked siren that,
once you get it really cranking, can
be heard a quarter of a mile away.
It’s completely portable, weighing no more than a standard food
processor and fitting easily into any
purse large enough to carry a siren
of this size. You can use it to repel
a would-be mugger by either cranking the siren, or simply bludgeoning
him senseless.
The siren also makes a great
conversation piece. Say you’re at a
restaurant with some iPhone owners who are _ because this is what
iPhone people do _ demanding that
you marvel at their latest “apps.”
Imagine their envious looks when
you haul out this baby and start
cranking it. Their iPhones cannot
top that! And if they can, you can
smash them with your siren.
Dave Barry is a humor columnist
for the Miami Herald. Write to
him c/o The Miami Herald, One
Herald Plaza, Miami FL 33132.(c)
2010, Dave Barry. Distributed by
McClatchy-Tribune Information
Services.

The Pillow Tie
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Today, Gene Needham is hand selecting diamonds to bring back to Lo
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2 Arriving to the Diamond District - The

1 Antwerp, Belgium 7KLVJXLOGFLW\KDVEHHQD
FHQWHURIWUDGHIRUFHQWXULHVDQGKRPHRIVNLOOHG
FUDIWVPDQ,WLVWKHUHIRUHNQRZQDVWKH'LDPRQG
&DSLWDORIWKH:RUOG

DiamondsDirect
Direct
Diamonds
from
Antwerp,
from Antwerp
Belgium
Belgium

diamond district is made up of hundreds of
RI¿FHVDORQJWKHEXVWOLQJ+RYHQLHUVVWUDDWZLWK
KLJKO\VHFXUHGDFFHVV

(DFKGLDPRQGLVFDUHIXOO\KDQGVHOHFWHGLQRUGHUWRÀQGWKHEHVW
FRPELQDWLRQRIFXWFRORUDQGFODULW\

the Purchase
- $UHYLHZRIPDUNHWWUHQGV
3 Planning
Gene Needham
has just returned
from Antwerp, Belgium.
DQGÀXFWXDWLRQVZLWKVSHFL¿FFXVWRPHUQHHGVLV
He has brought back many beautiful diamonds. This large
DVVHVVHG
inventory of diamonds is now on display at S.E. Needham Jewelers.

Store Hours:
Monday- Saturday
10:00 - 7:00

141 N. Main

752-7149

www.seneedham.com

Middle of the block
at the sign of the clock.

4 Sorting the Diamonds $QHFHVVDU\VWHSLQWKH
SURFHVVLVDQHIIHFWLYHFRPSDULVRQRIFXWFRORUDQG
FODULW\ZLWKDFDUHIXOSURFHVVRIHOLPLQDWLRQ
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Going Home Holiday Special

$10
OFF
Going Home Holiday
Special
$1<6(59,&(

Engine Performance/Repair • Computer Diagnostics
Brakes • CV Axles • Emissons • Transmissions
A/C Clutches • Alternators • Safetly Inspectors
Used Car Evaluations • Cooling Systems
)UHH6WDWH,QVSHFWLRQZLWK2LO6HUYLFH
2LOÀOWHUSOXVFRPSOHWH
PDLQWDQDQFHFKHFNXS
Expires 12/30/2010

<HDUV
LQ%XVLQHVV



Not valid with
any other offer.
Expires 12/30/2010

:H7UHDW
6WXGHQWV
5LJKW
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Why are you living
with a bunch of farm
animals?
Check out
Forest Gate &
University Pines
Apartments

$1475 for Spring Semester

• Fully Furnished
• Utilities Included
• Private Bedrooms
• Great Parking & Location
• Wireless Internet & TV

454 N 400 E
forestgatemanagers@live.com

435-752-1516

Receive $100 off rent if you sign up for next school year by 02/07/10!
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